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Editor’s
Note
Ventilators 
play an 
important role 
in saving lives

Ventilators play a vital role in saving lives, both in hospitals and 
ambulances. People who require long-term ventilation can also use 
them at home. Before COVID-19 became a pandemic, the need for 
ventilation was one of  the most common for the people who received 
treatment in the ICUs. Since the corona pandemic erupted some two 
years ago, the demand for ventilators has increased manifold. Pakistan 
imported ventilators from China, the United States of  America, 
and others countries but now it has begun to develop ventilators 
indigenously to save the lives of  people. The scientists serving under 
the Government of  Pakistan as well as in the private sector across the 
country put up efforts to develop the ventilators of  the international 
standards and they succeeded. To highlight the achievements, Federal 
Minister for Science and Technology Shibli Faraz said while presiding 
over a briefing session held on the manufacturing of  the local ventilator 
among medical equipment, that Pakistan-made technology would be 
state-of-the-art and of  international quality. The briefing underscored 
that so far the Ministry had prepared 57 ventilator designs of  which 
16 had been approved to meet the ICU requirements. It was noted that 
16 of  them can fulfill the requirements of  the ICUs. The Miniter said 
ventilator designs prepared by the National Engineering and Scientific 
Commission (NESCOM) have also been approved by the Pakistan 
Engineering Council (PEC) which was a major authentication of  their 
standards.

Separately, the ventilator design prepared by Alsons Group of  
Karachi is too under assessment by DRAP and after the drug regulatory 
approves it, the company can produce 10 ventilators in a month 
following commissioning. All these ventilators qualify the global 
standards, claimed the briefing to which the Federal Minister said, 
“due steps will be taken for all the quality equipment manufactured in 
the country to be registered by DRAP timely.”

The Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC) claimed that 
it had developed the country’s “first indigenous Intensive Care Unit 
(ICU) ventilator”—i-Live. The ventilator was developed by PAEC’s 
scientists and engineers while keeping in view all essential quality 
standards and regulatory requirements, the body said in a statement, 
adding that doctors at the PAEC hospital in Islamabad also provided 
input during the development process. Clinical trials of  the ventilator 
were also conducted at Jinnah Hospital, Lahore, under the supervision 
of  senior doctors, biomedical engineers, and medical researchers, the 
statement said. “The ventilator successfully got through all stages of  
engineering evaluation and medical validation.” PAEC spokesperson 
Shahid Riaz Khan said the ventilator was approved by the Drug 
Regulatory Authority of  Pakistan (DRAP), following which “i-Live” 
would now be manufactured and supplied by PAEC to hospitals in 
the country. PAEC Chairman Mohammad Naeem congratulated 
the scientists, engineers, and doctors who shared their efforts in the 
development of  ICU ventilators, and said, “mass production of  i-Live 
would be commenced immediately to meet their growing demand in 
the hospitals in the context of  ongoing corona pandemic.”

Minister for Information Fawad Chaudhry congratulated PAEC for 
developing the “#MadeInPakistan” ventilator. “Pakistan’s success in 
developing international-level medical equipment in the last two years 
is worth appreciating. I want to congratulate engineers, technicians, 
and the entire team. You have raised our heads with pride,” he tweeted. 
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Letters to the
EDITOR
Replacing incompetent finance 
heads
In a short span of about two and half years, the PTI government 
has replaced three finance ministers. After the back-to-back 
replacement of Asad Umar, Abdul Hafeez Shaikh, Hammad 
Azhar now Shaukat Tarin has taken over the office as the 4th 
finance minister of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan.
It is questionable whether the former finance ministers were 
incapable of performing their duties of the office, or the finance 
policies they framed were antithetical to the IMF’s dictations. 
Whether the government itself lacked the sagacity to pick up 
the best person as the finance minister, or we have run short 
of the competent persons who can run the finance ministry in 
such a way to challenge the IMF’s dictations that the national 
interests are protected to make the Pakistanis live with honour 
and dignity.
Such a frequent replacement of finance ministers is creating 
disappointment among the masses. It is a fact that an ordinary 
person has to face the music of the government’s incompetence, 
its failed policies, and decisions in the long run.
According to the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics’ recent report, 
inflation in the country has arisen to 9.1 percent, and prices of 
the basic commodities have been doubled from prior to Imran 
Khan’s government. And the government is still unable to put 
in place a finance minister of competency for the country.
It is a high time the government should comply with its past 
promises made to the nation and mend the way it has been 
doing since August 2018. Imran-led-rule needs to adopt wise 
policies that would yield fruitful and lasting outcomes in the 
best interest of the nation and the government itself.

Zafeer Riaz, Lahore

Rise of dog bite cases
In a few months, 7291 cases of dog bites were registered 
in Karachi and approximately 200,000 cases of dog bites 
were registered overall in 2020 in the Sindh province. Our 
government and health department have miserably failed to 
launch a comprehensive campaign to protect people from 
stray dogs. Presently, the anti-rabies vaccine is only available 
at three major hospitals of Karachi (JMC, Dr. Ruth Pfau Civil 
Hospital, and SMBB) free of charge. Shamefully there is no 
vaccine or vaccination centre for dog bites available in the 
northern and eastern areas of Sindh. 
The problem of stray dogs is not only in Karachi but overall 
Sindh is under siege of this problem. The dog-bitten patients 
can only go to Karachi for treatment or vaccination. The 
distance of miles and the journey of numerous hours can mean 
a battle of life and death for the patients. While travelling to 
the hospital through this long distance, if a patient dies, who 
will accept the responsibility? Who will give liabilities to the 
family of the patient? Why is the vaccine not available in the 
northern and eastern areas of Sindh? Why has the provincial 
government badly failed to provide or produce the vaccine in 
the northern and eastern areas of Sindh?

Iftikhar Ayoub, Karachi

The month of blessings
Ramadhan is the ninth month in the Islamic calendar. Allah 
has made a special reference to this highly blessed month.
Indeed, this month brings blessings in abundance. Moreover, 
this month has an exalted status in the Islamic calendar since 
it is fraught with bounties for the faithful people. The only 
month in which Muslims are in contact with their Lord for 
every nanosecond by means of fasts, prayers, and through 
other deeds of piety to please Allah.
Observing fast doesn’t mean mere denying food and water 
but it demands giving up all kinds of evil practices such 
as backbiting, ill thinking about someone, hypocrisy, etc. 

Ramadhan is meant for inward and outward purification 
of the faithful. Additionally, the Latlatul Qadr is the night 
full of blessings and mercy of Almighty to His believers. 
This month is also special for carrying this highly sacred 
night when Allah Almighty had first revealed the Quran to 
our Holy Prophet (PBUH). In Ramadhan, when the fasting 
person waits for the call of prayer, God says to Satan:-
“See, My obedient creation. Now, until My voice reaches his 
ears, he will not put a single loaf of food in his mouth.”
Let us pray to Allah for the end of the corona pandemic and 
beseech our Lord not to put us into any test for we are so 
weak and feeble to withstand it. Forgive us in this blessed 
month and accept our prayers as our benedictions are not 
rejected in Ramadhan. Come for our rescue. Listen to our 
prayers. 
O Allah, forgive our sins which have rendered us unsafe, have 
taken the shape of our adversities, denied us Your blessings, 
and hold back supplications. O Allah, we are helpless and 
be alaways kind to us and save us from disappointment and 
tribulation.

Taskeen Samo, Karachi

ATM receipt charges  
This refers to several letters in these columns on banking 
experiences. These days almost all commercial banks are 
pestering their account-holders with suggestions to shift to 
mobile or digital banking. Banks seem to be in a mad race 
to bring their customers into the digital banking network 
without developing an error-free and efficient digital banking 
infrastructure.
On top of that, the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) seems to 
have no control and is not keeping a watch on the working of 
commercial banks. I am experiencing a permanent irritant. 
Whenever I use the ATM facility of the ‘oldest and largest 
bank of Pakistan’, it debits my account with an additional 
amount of Rs2.50 mentioned on the withdrawal receipt as 
‘receipt charges’.
In other words, this bank charges Rs2.50 if I withdraw 
a certain amount of my own savings kept with that bank. 
Instead of providing such services free of charge, like in 
other countries, commercial banks here provide services on 
the slogans of free transfer of funds, free mini statement, free 
draft etc., by charging an amount. The SBP should take note 
of such fleecing of account holders in Pakistan.

Abid Mahmud Ansari, Islamabad

Unemployment leads to many social 
issues
Unemployment occurs when people are without jobs and 
don’t have a source of earning. It is one of the biggest 
and vital problems in every country. Unemployment 
can lead to many social issues such as crimes, suicides, 
and poverty rates. This problem affects one family 
and can become a problem for a country as a whole. 
Research has suggested that women and older people 
experience longer unemployment as compared to the 
males and younger ones. Unemployment has a direct 
variation with population, when population increases 
unemployment also increases which leads to inflation. 
This is a big problem and is increasing in less developed 
countries as well as for the developed countries. 
In some countries, it remains very difficult for them 
to manage it. Government should adopt policies for 
attracting foreign investors to come and invest in our 
country.

Hussna Ansari, Lahore

Write us at: flare.mag@gmail.com
We receive too many letters from our valued readers every month through mail and e-mail, however, due to shortage of space,
we are publishing only few selected letters. 



T
he Japan International Cooperation 
Agency (JICA) has termed Pakistan the 
next powerhouse of  the Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) sector 

as the country’s tech exports grew six times over 
the course of  the past decade.

According to details from a recently released re-
port, the state-run JICA said digital Pakistan policy 
2018 that offers multiple incentives to the IT sector, 
is one of  the key driving factors in this trend.

Pakistan’s ICT exports have increased six times 
in the past 10 years, achieving the fastest growth in 
South Asia.

Pakistan is a popular international outsourc-
ing destination for its price competitiveness and 
presence of  a large number of  active freelancers, 
according to the report based on a yearlong study 
by JICA in collaboration with Pakistan Embassy 
in Tokyo, Japan.

The report counts Pakistan as a new partner for 
Japanese IT companies. It provided an overview 
of  the ICT industry in Pakistan, its performance 
in IT exports, the support structure provided by the 
Pakistani government, a pool of  skilled and young 
human resources and, achievements of  a growth-
led ecosystem equally owned by public and private 
sectors.

This study includes an “IT skills survey 2021” 
which found that Pakistani ICT engineers are high-

ly skilled in programming, software development, 
data processing and analysis, infrastructure archi-
tecture, and cloud engineering.

The report also includes feedback on Pakistani 
ICT engineers already working in Japan which re-
gards Pakistan as an untapped market for Japanese 
IT companies, encouraging them to know more 
about Pakistan and its collective potential in ICT.

Ambassador of  Pakistan to Japan Imtiaz Ah-
mad welcomed the project team in March 2020, of-
fering them complete support of  the Mission while 

thanking JICA for its continued support in export 
and development sectors in Pakistan.

In the past, the same team of  experts from JICA 
had rolled out various projects for human resource 
development; value addition in textiles; technical 
training and water and sanitation infrastructure 
in Pakistan. Establishment of  national incubation 
centers in five major cities and joint efforts of  gov-

ernment, industry and academia are successfully 
accelerating growth of  ICT industry in Pakistan. It 
is expected that with the recent increase in export 
of  Pakistani goods to Japan, such efforts will play 
an effective role in increasing IT exports and help 
increase employment opportunities for Pakistani 
IT engineers and skilled workforce.

Due to travel limitations posed by Covid-19 
pandemic, Trade and Investment Counsellor Ta-
hir Habib Cheema played a key role in connecting 
JICA experts with ICT industry in Pakistan.

The Mission has welcomed the JICA report 
which acknowledges Pakistan’s efforts to promote 
creative ICT utilization, entrepreneurship, and in-
novation with the help of  private players provid-
ing access to financing, export promotion and to 
support to the start-ups. Establishment of  National 
Incubation Centers in five major cities and joint 
efforts of  government, industry and academia are 
successfully accelerating growth of  ICT industry in 
Pakistan.

It is expected that with the recent increase in ex-
port of  Pakistani goods to Japan, such efforts will 
play an effective role in increasing IT exports and 
help increase employment opportunities for Paki-
stani IT engineers and skilled workforce.

On the other hand, the Hungarian government 
has announced an exclusive credit-line of  $84 mil-
lion for Hungarian companies to do business with 
Pakistan.

Along with this line of  credit, a loan facility of  
$50 million for projects in fisheries and food pro-
cessing was announced by the Hungarian govern-
ment. The two sides will also work towards estab-
lishing direct air links.

Meanwhile, a Memorandum of  Understand-
ing (MoU) on Cooperation within the Framework 
of  the Stipendium Hungaricum Program 2020-22 
was signed between the two sides, under which 
the Hungarian government will provide 200 schol-
arships annually to Pakistani students to study in 
Hungary.

These developments had emerged in wide-rang-
ing talks at the Foreign Office between Foreign 
Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi and the visiting 
Minister of  Foreign Affairs and Trade of  Hungary 
Peter Szijjarto. The visiting dignitary also called on 
Prime Minister Imran Khan.

“Pakistan and Hungary enjoy friendly relations 
and close cooperation at bilateral and multilater-
al fora. The visit of  Foreign Minister Szijjarto will 
contribute to reinforcing bilateral economic part-
nership and enhancing mutual understanding on 
regional and international issues,” said Qureshi.

The talks covered bilateral relations and ex-
change of  views on regional and international is-
sues. “Foreign Minister Szijjarto visited Pakistan 
accompanied by a high-level official delegation 
as well as 17 businessmen. The foreign minister 
fondly recalled his earlier interaction with For-
eign Minister Szijjarto during the inauguration of  
Hungary-Pakistan Trade and Economic Window 
(HPTEW),” said the Foreign Office.

Péter Szijjártó also called on Prime Minister 
Imran Khan in which the premier underlined the 
importance of  developing a strong economic rela-
tionship commensurate with friendly bilateral ties 
and the potential of  the two countries.

“The prime minister stressed the need for ex-
panding beneficial cooperation in trade, energy, 
water resource management, food and agriculture, 
science and technology, and higher education, and 
asked the Hungarian business community to take 
advantage of  the business friendly climate of  Pa-
kistan and bring further investment into the coun-
try,” said the Foreign Office. n
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Pakistan is a popular international outsourcing destination 
for its price competitiveness and presence of a large number 
of active freelancers, according to the report based on a 
yearlong study by the JICA in collaboration with Pakistan 
Embassy in Tokyo, Japan

Pakistan new partner 
for Japanese IT firms

The Mission has welcomed the JICA report which acknowl-
edged Pakistan’s efforts to promote creative ICT utilization, 
entrepreneurship, and innovation with the help of private 

players providing access to the financing, export promotion, 
and support to the start-ups
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P
akistan has seen the largest-ever number 
of  information technology companies (IT) 
registered during the current fiscal year, a 
top official said recently.

Pakistan Software Export Board (PSEB) Man-
aging Director, Osman Nasir said the PSEB was 
extending maximum facilities to the IT Industry 
in order to enhance exports of  the IT products and 
services from Pakistan and ensure holistic growth 
of  the Info-tech industry.

“The multipronged efforts are bearing fruit as 
the number of  IT companies registered with the 
Security and Exchange Commission of  Pakistan 
(SECP) has surged to over 10,000. Fiscal Year (FY) 
2020-21 witnessed registration of  the largest num-
ber of  IT companies, with 2,826 registered with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission of  Pakistan,” 
Nasir said in a statement.

“This performance is especially laudable in view 
of  the global economic slowdown, demonstrating 
the resilience of  Pakistan’s IT industry ecosystem.”

MD PSEB Osman Nasir said Karachi, Islam-
abad, and Lahore had become Pakistan’s major tech 
hubs and were taking lead in the growth of  the IT 
industry’s exports. The next phase of  Pakistan’s IT/
ITeS growth would come from the secondary and 
tertiary cities of  Pakistan. PSEB’s office in Quet-
ta would follow an all-inclusive approach for lay-
ing the foundation stone of  rapid industry growth 
in the province which would generate sustainable 
economic growth and job opportunities, he said. 
Work is also at advanced stages to set up Software 
Technology Parks in Quetta, Faisalabad, Bannu, 
Swat, Sukkur, and Khairpur in the first phase. Pa-
kistan’s ICT industry export remittances, including 
telecommunication, computer, and information 
services have risen to $1.298 billion at a growth rate 
of  41.4 percent during July– February of  FY 2020-
21, in comparison to $917.840 million during the 
July– February of  FY 2019-20.

The relevant department of  the Ministry of  IT 
and Telecom would be setting up a dedicated office 
in Quetta soon for the development of  IT industry 
in Balochistan.

The IT sector in the country has shown substan-
tial growth over the last few years. The country’s 
exports of  the IT-related services have grown by 
40 percent in the last six months only. The State 
Bank of  Pakistan proposed changes to the existing 
foreign exchange regulations regarding borrowing 
from overseas in a bid to facilitate those fintech and 
startup companies that intend to invest in the form 
of  convertible debt instead of  directly as equity.

A new type of  loan may be introduced to meet 
the specific needs of  startup companies keeping in 
view the issues they are facing in raising capital, in 
the form of  convertible debt, from abroad under 
current regulations. A company may raise funds 
from abroad in the form of  convertible debt i.e. the 
lender shall have the option to convert the loan into 
the equity of  the borrowing company, subject to 
the terms and conditions. 
Meanwhile, the Securities 
and Exchange Commis-
sion of  Pakistan witnessed 
39 percent growth incor-
poration of  companies 
during the three quarters 
of  FY2020-21, a statement 
said.

The commission reg-
istered 19,251 companies, 
representing an annual 
growth of  39 percent when 
compared with 16,945 
companies registered in 
FY2019-20. The SECP registered 14,493 compa-
nies in FY2018-19.

A total of  139,620 have now been registered with 
the SECP, the statement added. Of  these, 118,280 
companies were active, which means 85 percent of  
the total companies were filing their annual returns.

In March 2021, despite the challenges of  
Covid-19, the SECP witnessed 72 percent growth 
in the registration of  new companies. It registered 
2,513 new companies, compared to March 2020, 

which was the highest in a single month.
Around 99 percent of  companies were regis-

tered online, with 25 percent of  applicants complet-
ing the incorporation process the same day. This 
month, 260 foreign users were also registered from 

overseas.
Around 65 percent of  

companies were registered 
as private limited com-
panies, while around 31 
percent were registered as 
single-member companies, 
with the remaining five 
percent were public unlist-
ed companies not for profit 
associations, trade organi-
sations, foreign companies, 
and limited liability part-
nerships.

The construction and 
real estate sector led registrations by incorporating 
414 companies. The sector was followed by trading 
with 393 companies, IT 311, services 247, and food 
and beverages, which registered 110 companies.

Foreign investment has been reported in 43 new 
companies. These companies have foreign inves-
tors from Afghanistan, Australia, China, Germany, 
Hungary, Iran, Korea South, Mauritius, Norway, 
Philippines, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Thai-
land, Turkey, the UAE, UK, and the US. The high-

est numbers of  companies, i.e. 850 were registered 
in Islamabad, followed by 751 and 385 companies 
registered in Lahore and Karachi, respectively.

On the other hand, the Securities and Exchange 
Commission of  Pakistan has launched an online 
facility for the issuance of  digitally certified true 
copies of  statutory returns and mortgage registers.

The SECP, in its pursuit of  end-to-end digitiza-
tion of  regulatory processes, has achieved anoth-
er milestone with the launch of  an online facility 
for issuance of  digitally certified true copies, said 
a press release issued by SECP. The new initiative 
is in line with the government’s vision of  “Digital 
Pakistan”, to create an enabling business-friendly 
environment and improve user experience through 
the use of  technology.

Issuance of  digitally certified copies will replace 
the decades-old practice of  manually obtaining cer-
tified true copies of  a company’s statutory returns 
on physical paper.

The application for digital certified copies 
and mortgage register can simply be made online 
through SECP’s eService portal.

After submission of  online application and ver-
ification of  payment, the applicant would instantly 
receive certified copies of  the desired company on 
the registered email address.

The copies can be verified through scanning QR 
codes or by clicking the link available on each doc-
ument. n

Pakistan Software Export Board (PSEB) Managing 
Director, Osman Nasir said the PSEB was extending 
maximum facilities to the IT Industry in order to enhance 
exports of the IT products and services from Pakistan as 
well as ensure holistic growth of the Info-tech industry

Pakistan records 
highest number of IT 
companies registered

The IT sector in the country 
has shown substantial growth 

over the last few years. The 
country’s exports of the IT-re-

lated services have grown 
by 40 percent in the last six 

months only
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P
akistan earned $1298.080 million by pro-
viding different information technology 
(IT) services to various countries during 
the eight months of  the financial year 

2020-21. 
It has shown growth of  41.43 percent as com-

pared to US$917.840 million earned through pro-
vision of  services during the corresponding period 
of  the fiscal year 2019-20, the Pakistan Bureau of  
Statistics (PBS) reported. 

During the period under review, the computer 
services grew by 44.53 percent as it surged from 
$708.100 million last year to $1023.410 million 
during July-February (2020-21).

Among the computer services, the exports of  
software consultancy services witnessed an increase 
of  25.07 percent, from $272.922 million to $341.352 
million while the export and import of  computer 
software-related services also rose by 17.69 percent, 
from $212.254 million to $249.803 million.

The exports of  hardware consultancy services 
dropped by 78.82 percent from, $1.794 million to 
$0.380 million whereas the exports of  repair and 
maintenance services also declined by 70.31 per-
cent from $1.270 million to $0.377 million.

In addition, the exports of  other computer ser-
vices rose by 96.26 percent from $219.860 million 
to $431.498 million. 

Meanwhile, the export of  information services 
during the period under review also increased by 
72.22 percent by going up from $ 1.440 million to 
$2.480 million.

Among the information services, the exports 
of  news agency services increased by 81.03 per-
cent, from US$ 0.780 million to US$ 1.412 million 
whereas the exports of  other information services 
also increased by 61.82 percent, from US$ 0.660 
million to US$ 1.068 million.

The export of  telecommunication services also 
witnessed an increase of  30.67 percent as these 
went up from $208.300 million to $272.190 mil-
lion during the financial year under review, the 
data revealed.

Among the telecommunication services, the 
export of  call-centre services increased by 15.37 
percent during the period as its exports increased 
from $77.586 million to $89.508 million whereas 
the export of  other telecommunication services 
also increased by 39.76 percent, from $130.714 
million to $182.682 million during the period un-

der review, the PBS data revealed.
Special Assistant to the Prime Minister 

(SAPM) on Overseas Pakistanis and Human 
Resource Development, Sayed Zulfikar Abbas 
Bukhari said that the country would soon start 
sending its skilled workforce to Japan under a gov-
ernment-to-government Memorandum of  Under-
standing (MoU) as a recruitment process of  many 
young workers in the final stages.

He revealed this while addressing the signing 
ceremony of  a Memorandum of  Cooperation 
(MoC) between the Overseas Employment Corpo-
ration (OEC) and Inter-SES. 

The partnership was meant to explore employ-
ment opportunities for Pakistani manpower in Ja-
pan by reaching out to major Information Tech-
nology (IT) companies.

The MoC was signed by OEC Managing Di-
rector Kashif  Noor and Inter-SES Chief  Executive 
Officer Zafar Mahmood in the presence of  SAMP 
Zulfikar Bukhari and Ambassador of  Japan to Pa-
kistan, Kuninori Matsuda.

He said after signing this MoC, the Inter-SES 
and OEC would make joint efforts to find new 
and lucrative job opportunities in Japan for quali-
fied youth of  Pakistan. Recruitment of  120 skilled 
workers, who had been imparted the Japanese lan-
guage by the ministry, was underway, he added.

The SAPM said the principal objective of  MoC 
was to boost footprints of  the Pakistani workforce 
in Japan through extensive marketing of  the jobs’ 
demand, emanating from Japanese companies, in 
Pakistan. 

Unfortunately, both the countries were devoid 
of  linkages for human resource in the past, but 
now there was a Memorandum of  Understanding 
between the two states for manpower export, he 
added.

He said all-out efforts would be made to ensure 
the presence of  the Pakistanis in Japan as it was in 
the Gulf  countries, as it had immense potential to 
meet the growing employment needs of  Pakistan.

“Since Japan is an aging population and will 
be needing around 5,00,000 of  the workforce in 
future, it is our priority to fetch maximum quota 
for Pakistan out of  this,” Zulfikar Bukhari main-
tained.

The SAPM said the Ministry’s prime focus for 
the export of  manpower to Japan was on the IT 
sector as Pakistan had the best blockchain devel-
opers in the world. The IT sector was not given 
due attention in the past that was ‘very unfortu-
nate,’ he added.

He said the ministry was exploring new mar-
kets to create maximum job opportunities for the 
Pakistani workforce other than in the Gulf  coun-
tries. “We want to digress as a country and min-
istry and do not want to be heavily populated in 
one region.” 

Regarding the Japanese Ambassador as the 
biggest supporter of  Pakistan-Japan relations, he 
extended his gratitude to the Ambassador for al-
ways being at the forefront in this regard and also 
espcially in Pakistani manpower’s export to Japan. 

Japanese Ambassador Kuninori Matsuda said 
as of  today, above 30,000 Pakistanis were living 
and working in Japan. Pakistanis were among the 
most constructive and law-abiding members of  so-
ciety in Japan, he commented.

He said Japan had high trust in the abilities of  
Pakistani youth, particularly in the IT sector.

“Spread good words about Japan and Pakistan 
relations, particularly in human resource,” he re-
marked while addressing the media. n
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Among the information services, the exports of news 
agency services increased by 81.03 percent, from US$ 
0.780 million to US$ 1.412 million, whereas the exports of 
other information services also increased by 61.82 percent 
from US$ 0.660 million to US$ 1.068 million

Pakistan earns 
$1298m from IT 
services’ export

The partnership was meant to 
explore employment opportu-
nities for Pakistani manpower 

in Japan by reaching out to 
major Information Technology 

(IT) companies
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P
akistan continues to slide on the “Inclu-
sive Internet Index” to drop to 90th rank 
among 120 countries, according to a glob-
al report for the year 2021. 

The index report released by the Economist 
Intelligence Unit (EIU) recently, represents 98 per-
cent of  global GDP and 96percent of  the global 
population, with stiff  competition between Swe-
den and the United States for the top two slots 
over the past three years. After dropping to two 
in rank in 2020, Sweden this year, has beat the 
United States to retake the top position, the 2021 
report shows.

At 90th place overall, Pakistan ranks in the 
bottom quartile of  the index and second to last in 
the Asian region. The country ranked highest in 
the affordability pillar due to improvement in the 
competitive environment and a decrease in mobile 
phone costs.

The top performers in South Asia include India 
ranked 49 compared to its position at 52 in 2020, 
while Sri Lanka was at 77, Bangladesh at 82, and 
Nepal ranked at 83 in the index report 2021. Paki-
stan not only showed at the lowest in South Asia 
but it is also lagging behind other regional states, 
like Iran.

Iran remains at slot 57 among the 120 coun-
tries in the index on the basis of  overall scores 
of  the “Availability, Affordability, Relevance and 
Readiness categories.”

The Inclusive Internet Index, commissioned by 
Facebook and conducted by the Economist Intel-
ligence Unit (EIU), is published for a fourth year 
in 2021. The 2021 index report highlights that the 
overall ranking of  Pakistan was 90 against 89 in 
2020 and 77 out of  100 countries in the index re-
port published in 2019.

The EIU has reported that at 90th place over-
all, Pakistan ranks in the bottom quartile of  the 
index and second to last in the Asian region.

The “Gender Gap in Internet Access” between 
male and female was 65percent and the gap be-
tween male and female access to mobile-phone 
was 51percent.

However, the EIU has said that Pakistan 
ranked the highest in the “Affordability” pillar due 
to improvements in the competitive environment 
and a decrease in mobile phone costs. The country 
ranked 67th in the “Affordability” category which 
examines the cost of  access relative to income and 
the level of  competition in the internet market-
place.

In the “Readiness” category, Pakistan was at 
79th position, which examines the capacity to ac-
cess the internet, including skills, cultural accep-
tance, and supporting policy. However, Pakistan 
remained low at the “Relevance” category at 91st 
position that is the existence and extent of  local 
language content and relevant content.

The “Availability” category examines the qual-
ity and breadth of  available infrastructure required 
for access and levels of  internet usage and Paki-
stan ranked 97th in this category.

Further analysis of  the EIU data suggests that 
among the countries in the “Availability” category, 
Pakistan ranked low at 116th in the “Usage” class.

“Usage” measures the size of  the connected 
population in terms of  internet and mobile con-
nectivity. The EIU index stated that the percentage 
of  households with internet was only 34percent 
and the fixed-line broadband subscription was 
1/47 per 100 inhabitants.

Pakistan also has low internet quality and 
ranks at 91st position, which measures the quality 
of  experience the connected population receives 
while using the internet.

Pakistan was also facing infrastructure issues, 
including availability of  public Wi-Fi by the gov-
ernment and private sector, unlicensed spectrum 
policy, and Pakistan ranked 90 due to electricity 
issues that too, was one of  the hindrances to sup-
port internet connectivity.

Meanwhile, commenting on the EIU report, 
the industry players have said that Pakistan needs 
to take radical actions at the policy level as a sig-
nificant number of  users still have basic, voice-on-

ly devices, while a digital revolution is difficult 
when a large number of  people in the country own 
2G-only handsets.

Aamir Ibrahim, CEO of  Jazz, said that the 
biggest barrier to the provision of  internet connec-
tivity to the lower-income segments of  society re-
mained the affordability of  smartphones.

“Keeping in view that 
majority of  the local man-
ufacturers are producing 
2G handsets, policy inter-
ventions should prioritize 
assembly of  4G compat-
ible smartphones while 
banning the production 
and import of  2G-only 
phones,” he said, laying 
stress on policy interven-
tion to allow the operators to sell smartphones on 
installments with a loan recovery mechanism to 
customers, and to ensure loan recovery. The Pa-
kistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA) can 
order blocking of  all SIMs issued by different com-
panies against the CNIC number of  the customers.

A senior executive of  another cellular compa-
ny said the government needed to intervene to get 
rid of  3G technology that had become obsolete 
and should go for the rollout of  4G network across 
the country, as Pakistan required a strong digital 
infrastructure that was a robust fibre and reliable 
4G at a decent speed.

While the Covid-19 
pandemic compelled peo-
ple to extra use of  the in-
ternet for a wider range of  
activities than ever before, 
it has also widened the di-
vide between on- and of-
fline populations.

Most countries saw im-
provement in gender parity 
over the long term, but the 

gap is not closing fast enough in regions with the 
worst inequality, including Pakistan.

While the top five countries in the EIU index 
2021 are Sweden, the United States, Spain, Aus-
tralia, and Hong Kong, the last five include Sierra 
Leone, Niger DR Congo, Liberia, and Burundi. n
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The top performers in South Asia include India ranked at 
49 compared to its position at 52 in 2020, while Sri Lanka 
was at 77, Bangladesh at 82, and Nepal ranked at 83 in the 
index report 2021. Pakistan not only showed the lowest 
in South Asia but it is also lagging behind other regional 
states, like Iran

Pakistan falls to 90th 
rank on Inclusive 
Internet Index

After dropping to two in rank 
in 2020, Sweden this year, has 

beaten the United States to 
retake the top position, the 

2021 report shows



P
akistan successfully achieved a landmark 
in the sector of fisheries by developing the 
first-ever state-of-the-art Refrigerated Sea 
Water (RSW) fishing vessel boat.

Engr. Dr Zahid Ayub, a US-based Pakistani with 
Ph.D in Mechanical Engineering and recipient of  
many international awards, developed the RSW boat.

“We have built it and after meeting all interna-
tional standards and conducting successful trials, 
now put it into operation at Karachi harbor,” Engr. 
Dr Zahid Ayub said in a meeting with President 
SAARC Chamber of Commerce and Industry If-
tikhar Ali Malik, Federation of Pakistan Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) Vice President 
Raja Muhmmad Anwar, former FPCCI president 
Engr. Daroo Khan Achakzai, Pakistan Exporters 
Association President Muslim Khan Banowari, em-
inent SME expert Rehmat Ullah Javed and others.

Engr. Dr Zahid Ayub said that under the RSW 
system seawater was cooled down to zero centigrade 
and fish kept at that temperature safely reached the 
harbor maintaining their freshness and hygienic con-
dition. He said: “This technique will particularly ben-
efit the poor fishermen in Pakistan who will now not 
have their catch spoiled and thereby their financial 
loss will come down to nill. This will also boost the 
fisheries sector and improve socio-economic condi-
tions of the fishermen through the enhanced exports 
of fish.”

He mentioned that European Union for decades 
banned fish imports from Pakistan mainly due to lack 
of proper refrigeration of the international standards.

Earlier, there was not a single Pakistan registered 
fishing vessel equipped with even a simple form of  
Refrigerated Sea Water (RSW) system. “Pakistani 
fishermen were left with no option but to use ice 
blocks which on melting obliged them either to return 
with less catch or the spoiled catch–the second option 
always prevailed inflicting heavy monetary losses,” 
he argued.

Dr Zahid further explained that the heavy load 
of ice blocks occupied valuable space in the holds 
as well as increased fuel consumption. The key to a 
quality end product whether it’s canned seafood or 
fish meal is the refrigeration system on-board and off-
board introduced by Isotherm Inc. recently, he said 
and added, the induction of new RSW vessel was the 
herald a new era of prosperity and bring the fisheries 
sector at par with international level.

SAARC-CCI President Iftikhar Ali Malik appre-
ciated the efforts of Dr Zahid Ayub and his team. 
He said that young fishermen could use this tech-
nology in their fishing boats by getting interest-free 
loans from various banks through Kamyab Jawan 
Programme recently launched by Prime Minister 
Imran Khan. A couple of weeks ago, President Iso-
therm Inc, USA Dr Zahid Ayub called on President 
of Pakistan  Dr Arif  Alvi at President House Islam-

abad. President congratulated him on the successful 
operation of Pakistan’s first-ever Refrigerated Fishing 
Vessel boat built by Isotherm Inc. in Karachi.

It has been noted that around over 95percent of  
the catch becomes unfit for human consumption 
when it hits the harbor. The rest of the 5 percent gets 
spoiled while transferring from the boat to the auc-
tion site, therefore it is a complete loss. Now with 
the introduction of the RSW system that loss would 
be largely saved. On the other hand, local fishermen 
have expressed concerns at the issuance of Mercan-
tile Marine Department (MMD) Certificates to 12 
deep-sea fishing trawlers, which awaited Sindh Fish-
eries Department permission to operate in the pro-
vincial territorial waters of up to 12 nautical miles 
from the coast. One official source said the Sindh 
Livestock and Fisheries Department in January last 
received the letter to grant permission but has not fol-
lowed through so far. “The inspection is underway,” 
he added. These trawlers were imported from China 
under an agreement. The letter of intent (LoI) was 
issued by the Fishermen’s Cooperative Society (FCS) 
for operating 20 fishing vessels in Pakistan.

“We have received the Kole Certificates ‘Provi-
sional Registration under Pakistan Flag’ from the 
MMD, for our 12 Steel Hull Fishing Boats,” said 
ABC Marine Services (Pvt) Limited in a letter to 
Sindh Minister for Livestock and Fisheries.

Small-scale fishermen aware of the technical 
details, have raised severe reservations about call-
ing these trawlers “boats.” They oppose operating 
these large trawlers due to their capability of overex-
ploitation. Since the fishing reserves are less within 
the waters of Sindh introduction of large commer-
cial trawlers was open to further threaten those de-
pendent on subsistence fishing. The letter sent to the 
Sindh Minister for Livestock and Fisheries declared 
that “the trawlers boats had the same capacity as the 
local wooden boats.”

“These 12 fishing boats have fish hold capacity 
of 70 tons each, similar to our local made wooden 
boats,” the letter said. The letter further declared the 
trawlers employed a sustainable fishing method.

However, locals oppose these claims. They also 
held a rally from Arts Council to Karachi Press Club 
soon after these trawlers were spotted near the coast 
of Karachi. Sindh Fisheries Department’s permission 
was mandatory to make these trawlers operational in 
the territorial waters of the province. Pakistan Fisher-
folk Forum Chairperson Muhammad Ali Shah, in a 
letter to Sindh Chief Minister Murad Ali Shah, said 
around a dozen trawlers were anchored around the 
Karachi Port. “Trawlers’ arrival in our area is banned 
and it’s illegal.” The letter added that the government 
through a plan had issued licenses to operate these 
trawlers, as these deep-sea trawlers could not come 
without the permission of the federal government.

Food and Agricultural Organisation’s latest fish 
stock assessment conducted with the support of the 
Federal Government had already painted a very dis-

mal picture of the country’s marine fish stock. Ac-
cording to the assessment report, more than 72per-
cent of the fish stock in coastal areas of Pakistan has 
declined. “Then, why there is a deep-sea fishing poli-
cy in the making?” asked the letter. “If  the provincial 
assemblies have not approved the policy then it is also 
a violation of the constitution.” Expressing distress at 
the situation, the letter added: “Our grave objection 
to this action is two-fold: it threatens the livelihoods 
of small fishers by depriving them of catch today, and 
in future by ecologically destructive practices of these 
vessels.”

It also pointed to the destructive practice of stor-
ing premium fish and discarding other varieties ad-
opted by large deepsea vessels, which caused food 
waste and degradation. n

There was not a single Pakistan registered fishing vessel 
equipped with even a simple form of Refrigerated Sea Water 
(RSW) system. Fishermen were left with no option but to use ice 
blocks which on melting obliged them either to return with less 
catch or the spoiled catch–the second option always prevailed 
inflicting heavy monetary losses

Pakistan achieves 
landmark in 
fisheries sector by 
developing RSW 
fishing vessel boat

European Union for decades 
banned fish imports from 

Pakistan mainly due to lack 
of proper refrigeration of the 

international standards
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M
obilink Microfinance Bank Limited 
(MMBL) the largest digital bank in 
Pakistan, has signed four Memoran-
dums of  Understanding (MoUs) with 

key social welfare organizations across the country 
to foster efficient donations/Zakat collections and 
aid in their respective disbursements. 

During a recently held ceremony in Karachi, 
MMBL has partnered with Saylani Welfare Inter-
national Trust, Health and Nutrition Development 
Society (HANDS), and Sarim Burney Welfare Trust 
International. This partnership will utilize deploying 
branchless banking solutions to enable these orga-
nizations to financially empower their beneficiaries 
through faster disbursements via their digital Jazz-
Cash wallets. 

In line with its commitment to promoting finan-
cial inclusion for all, MMBL is employing innovative 
digital practices to provide convenient solutions for 

faster transactions. The bank is constantly striving 
to serve better its customers and shareholders by 
deploying digital offerings that aim at empowering 
every Pakistani at the core.

Speaking at the ceremony, Ghazanfar Azzam, 
CEO, MMBL said, “We are humbled to be chosen to 

partner with all these welfare organizations with the 
objective of  benefiting the ones in need. Their work 
in uplifting the vulnerable communities in Pakistan 

is commendable. Being the largest digital bank in Pa-
kistan, it is only fitting for us to be providing a digital 
platform for our consumers to become a part of  the 

work being done by Saylani Welfare International 
Trust, Health and Nutrition Development Society, 
and Sarim Burney Welfare Trust International. We 
look forward to a prolific and sustained partnership.” 

Syed Sarim Burney, Chairman Sarim Burney 
Welfare Trust International said, “Our partnership 
with MMBL would serve as a turning point for 
broadening our services portfolio as it would help 
our donors perform swift digital donations. Our ac-
count with JazzCash would not only facilitate people 
contribute in multiple denominations from Pakistan, 
but also globally.” 

Noaman Abdul Majid, Member Board Saylani 
Welfare International Trust stated, “Saylani Trust 
is one of  the largest welfare organizations in Paki-
stan, providing food and clean water supply to over 
300,000 people daily. Moreover, the Trust is impart-
ing IT training services to deserving students besides 
providing free-of-charge healthcare to over 800,000 

people across Pakistan. JazzCash payments will 
serve as a great enabler for strengthening our oper-
ations further.” 

Alongside these, MMBL has also partnered with 
Food Papa Private Limited with an aim to strength-
en these partnerships to the benefit of  the masses. n
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Ghazanfar Azzam, CEO, MMBL said we are humbled to be chosen to partner with all these 
welfare organizations with the objective of benefiting the ones in need. Being the largest digital 
bank in Pakistan, it is only fitting for us to be providing a digital platform for our consumers 
to become a part of the work being done by Saylani Welfare International Trust, Health and 
Nutrition Development Society, and Sarim Burney Welfare Trust International

Mobilink Microfinance 
Bank builds partnerships for 
community uplift

In line with its commitment to 
promoting financial inclusion 

for all, MMBL is employing 
innovative digital practices to 
provide convenient solutions 

to faster transactions





T
he sugar mafia is involved in destabilizing 
the Pakistani rupee by way of  bulk buying 
billions of  US dollars from the open market 

According to details from sources, “the 
sugar mafia used to increase the price of  sugar in 
the local market by betting and purchasing the US 
dollars in bulk from the open market.” Federal In-
vestigation Agency (FIA) has traced as many as 392 
fake bank accounts used to buy up to $35,000 daily 
from the open market so that the Pakistani rupee is 
destabilized.

Money changers also enabled the sugar mafia 
to evade the Financial Monitoring Unit (FMU) and 
the State Bank of  Pakistan (SBP) by ensuring for the 
mafia that each fake bank account does not receive 
more than the daily limit of  $35,000 fixed by the reg-
ulatory authorities. From 2016 and 2019 Pakistan 
lost billions due to the shortage of  US dollars in the 
open market that resulted in the decreased value of  
the Pakistani rupee.

The sugar mafia made profits worth billions from 
the sugar price hike and shortage of  US dollars and 
built offshore assets including commercial proper-
ties in South Korea, Malaysia, Indonesia, the Unit-
ed Arab Emirates (UAE), and the United Kingdom 
(UK).

On the other hand, Prime Minister’s Adviser on 
Accountability and Interior, Shahzad Akbar said 
that the FIA exposed the sugar mafia’s involvement 
in monetary fraud, speculative trade, and money 
laundering after obtaining evidence of  the consistent 
increase in sugar prices spurred through artificial 
shortage of  the commodity.

He said the FIA unearthed solid evidence in the 
operations through data retrieved from digital devic-
es belonging to the sugar mafia which showed how 
they controlled the prices.

Addressing a press conference, Shahzad Akbar 
shared the details of  the gambling (Satta) mafia and 
those involved in investing with the sugar mafia. He 
said the sugar mafia never complied with fix the sug-
ar ex-mill price. However, on the matter of  getting 
the subsidy, they would come forward to set the ex-
mill price.

He said that the sugar production process was 
made completed within four months in a manner 
that the input cost would remain static but the ‘Satta’ 
mafia was at liberty to fluctuate the prices in vari-
ous months by the forward sales and credit line. He 
regretted that the sugar mafia had made the people 
‘hostage’ therefore action against them had become 
inevitable. Shahzad Akbar said that a small sugar 
gambler ‘Sattabaz’ earned about Rs0.5 million to 
one million daily, and a big gambler earned Rs 30 
million to 40 million daily. The sugar mafia earned 
about Rs5.5 billion through gambling just with the 
increase of  one rupee in sugar price, he asserted.

Regarding the action of  FIA, the Adviser said 
that 16 WhatsApp groups of  more than 40 mem-
bers of  the sugar mafia were unearthed and exposed; 
their banking accounts were scrutinized while their 
464 personal bank accounts were traced through 
which transactions amounting to Rs 106 billion were 
made. An amount of  Rs320 million has been frozen 
in those accounts, he asserted.

Shahzad Akbar said that 392 secret or ‘third party 
accounts’ of  the sugar mafia have also been detected 
adding, it was revealed that the sugar mafia through 
a well-mediated plan had increased the sugar prices 
from 90 rupees per kg to 120 rupees per kg by cre-
ating an artificial shortage and ‘Satta’ gambling in 
the month of  Ramazan on which the FIA launched 
action against them. 

FIA registered cases and started investigations 
into the charges against members of  the sugar gam-
bling mafia, besides arresting some of  them, he add-
ed. The Adviser said that the government was tak-
ing comprehensive measures to control sugar prices 
while a law ‘Prevention of  Speculation in Essential 
Commodities’ had also been introduced in Punjab 
under which the artificial shortage, unregulated 
storage, hoarding, forward sales etc of  five essential 
commodities including sugar, ghee, wheat, rice and 
cooking edible oil could be checked by the authori-
ties concerned.

An order ‘Punjab Sugar Supply Chain Manage-

ment Bill 2021’ was issued and implemented on 
March 25 which enabled sugar commissioners to 
check and control the sugar supply chain, he main-
tained.

He said that the purpose of  administrative initia-
tives and legislation was to provide relief  to people 
by controlling the prices of  essential commodities, 
adding that the federal government had issued a di-

rective to provincial governments after establishing 
parameters to set sugar’s ex-mill price.

He highlighted that the Punjab government, on 
basis of  such parameters, was determining the ex-
mill price after which it would be easy for the admin-
istration to manage the supply chain.

To a question, he said the federal government as 
well as provincial governments, were empowered to 

determine the ex-mill price, and in case a provincial 
government failed to fix the ex-mill price, the federal 
government would itself  fix it. 

To another query, Shahzad Akbar said that sugar 
price would remain under control as sufficient stocks 
of  sugar were available to meet the requirement. He 
further told the media, the Economic Coordination 
Committee (ECC) allowed import of  0.5 million 
metric tonnes of  sugar to deal with any uncertain 
situation or its shortage.

To a question, he said that only the court could 
allow PML-N leader Maryam Nawaz to go to 
London, and added, she did not submit so far any 
application to seek removal of  her name from the 
Exit Control List (ECL). “Sharif  family would not 
get any NRO and they have to sort out their matter 
here”, he maintained.

He said that Maryam Nawaz’s immature politics 
badly damaged PDM as such some PML-N lead-
ers had reservations about her leadership. Shahzad 
Akbar said it was for the first time that the reports 
on sugar and petroleum commissions were made 
public, saying the step was in line with the vision 
of  Prime Minister Imran Khan to ensure account-
ability for all. The PTI government not only made 
the report public but also took action as per law, he 
added. The Broadsheet report would be presented 
during the Federal Cabinet’s meeting and the cabinet 
would decide whether or not to make it public, he 
concluded. n
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The sugar mafia made profits worth billions from the sugar 
price hike and shortage of US dollars and built offshore 
assets including commercial properties in South Korea, 
Malaysia, Indonesia, the United Arab Emirates (UAE), and 
the United Kingdom (UK)

Sugar mafia involved in 
destabilizing Pak rupee

Federal Investigation Agency 
(FIA) has traced as many as 

392 fake bank accounts used 
to buy up to $35,000 daily 

from the open market so that 
the Pakistan rupee is 

destabilized 
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T
he government has set a base price of  $31 
million and $29 million for the spectrum 
auction in 1,800 MHz and 2,100 MHz 
bands, respectively. Ministry of  Informa-

tion Technology and Telecommunication is likely 
to issue a policy directive to Pakistan Telecommu-
nication Authority (PTA) for conducting a spectrum 
auction in June 2021. The PTA had hired an interna-
tional firm–Frontier Economics Ltd–as a consultant 
for spectrum auction of  1800 MHz and 2100 MHz 
bands. The firm presented its report to the Advisory 
Committee for the release of  Next Generation Mo-
bile Services (NGMS) on April 29, 2021, which was 
presided over by Finance Minister Shaukat Tarin. 
Sources revealed that the consultant had recom-
mended $30 million and $27.5 million as the base 
price for 1,800 MHz and 2,100 MHz bands to the 
Advisory Committee.

PTA in its proposals to the advisory committee 
suggested a base price of  $31 million and $29 million 
for 1,800 MHz and 2,100 MHz bands, respectively. 
Sources who attended the committee meeting said, 
it has decided to set base prices of  $31 million and 
$29 million for 1,800 MHz and 2,100 MHz bands, 
respectively, while considering demand in the mar-
ket, revenue generation, and improving the quality 
of  services. Sources said that three telecom operators 
had also challenged the 2019 ‘renewal of  licenses’ 
base price which was less than the prices mentioned 
above. Meanwhile, the advisory committee on the 
recommendation of  the PTA also directed to give an 
opportunity to new entrants despite the fact that the 
consultants opposed the PTA proposal citing reasons 
that this was an additional, not new, spectrum auc-
tion.  Furthermore, sources say that the PTA was yet 
to solve other issues pertaining to temporary allot-
ment of  1,800 and 2,100 MHz bands. Recently, one 
operator had challenged the Ministry of  Information 
Technology’s (IT) directions in Sindh High Court 
when the authority had directed the operator to va-
cate the temporary allotment in 2,100 MHz bands.  
The PTA has further failed to resolve the matter 
pertaining to 6.6 MHz bands’ temporary allotment 
of  Zong, despite visible concerns of  the telco stake-
holders on the matter.  Sources said that the advisory 
committee has directed the organisations concerned 
to complete the auctioning process during the cur-
rent fiscal year. However, according to sources, there 
is a dire need to address the aforementioned issues 
first to restore the confidence of  telecom stakehold-
ers.  Meanwhile, the Finance Ministry in a handout 
stated that the PTA chairman briefed the advisory 
committee about the arrangements underway for the 
sale of  the available spectrum of NGMS in the coun-
try. A detailed presentation was given about the spec-
ifications of  available spectrum bands and methodol-
ogy for sale in line with international best practices. 
Meanwhile, the newly hired consultants also gave 
detailed input and answered the technical queries by 
the members of  the committee. 

While taking stock of  the situation, Finance 
Minister Shaukat Tarin directed to expedite the sale 
process for the available spectrum.  Tarin stressed 
providing a level playing field so that all operators 
must have a fair and equal chance in the process. He 
urged all the key stakeholders to ensure maximum 
participation across the board for the successful com-
pletion of  the sale transaction. 

Speaking on the occasion, Federal Minister for 
Science and Technology Shibli Faraz said that the in-
ternational benchmarks must be followed to ensure 
that the whole process of  the sale was competitive 
and based on principles of  transparency and equi-
ty. Meanwhile, the adviser to the prime minister on 
commerce suggested conducting an in-depth anal-
ysis to gauge demand for the spectrum and devise 
a strategy for its pricing and packaging accordingly. 
The IT Minister stated that the sale of  NGMS was 
of  key importance for strengthening and expanding 
communication and IT Services across the country. 
In September last year, the Economic Coordination 
Committee (ECC) of  the Federal Government had 
constituted the advisory committee for the release of  
unsold Next Generation Mobile Services spectrum 
to improve mobile broadband services in the country. 

According to a statement issued, the Finance Di-

vision had then stated that the Terms of  Reference 
(ToRs) of  the committee would be, (i) to examine 
and evaluate the market assessment report and rec-
ommendations of  the PTA for the release of  maxi-
mum NGMS spectrum in Pakistan, (ii) to examine 

and finalise policy directives for the Federal Govern-
ment for the release of   NGMS spectrum and (iii) to 
oversee the release process to be conducted by the 
PTA.

On the other hand, the Federal Secretary Min-
istry of  IT and Telecommunication Shoaib Ahmad 
Siddiqui chaired the third meeting of  the Depart-
mental Development Working Party (DDWP) for 

FY 2021-22 at the Committee Room of the Minis-
try of  IT in Islamabad. As reported by DND, the 
meeting gave approval of  a project, National Center 
for testing 5G/IoT Products and Services, worth Rs 
651.771 million. Meanwhile, Secretary IT, Shoaib 
Ahmad Siddiqui chaired a meeting regarding the 
Progress Review of PSDP FY-2020-21. The meeting 
emphasized on complete use of  the funds allocated 
for the IT projects of  the Ministry of  IT and Tele-
com. The Chair was apprised about the current sta-
tus of  the projects especially regarding the usage of  
funds. While addressing the meeting, Federal Secre-
tary Shoaib Ahmad Siddiqui reiterated the need for 
speedy utilization of  the funds for the projects and 
gave directions to the concerned departments in this 
behalf.  The meeting was attended by senior officers 
of  the Ministry of  IT & Telecom and representa-
tives of  the National Information Technology Board 
(NITB), Pakistan Software Export Board (PSEB), 
Special Communications Organization (SCO), and 
Punjab Information Technology Board (PITB).

Prime Minister Imran Khan had also laid the 
foundation for certain valuable IT-related projects in 
Gilgit-Baltistan, including a data center and an IT 
Park. n

The PTA had hired an international firm–Frontier Economics 
Ltd–as a consultant for spectrum auction of 1800 MHz 
and 2100 MHz bands. The firm presented its report to the 
Advisory Committee for the release of Next Generation 
Mobile Services (NGMS) on April 29, 2021, which was 
presided over by Finance Minister Shaukat Tarin

Govt sets base price 
of $31 million and 
$29 million for 
additional spectrum 
auctions

The IT Minister stated that 
the sale of NGMS was of key 

importance for strengthening 
and expanding communica-
tion and IT Services across 

the country
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T
he total debt of  the Federal Govern-
ment during the month of  January 2021 
surged by Rs.3.54 trillion or 11 percent 
YoY to stand at Rs. 36.53 trillion when 

compared to Rs 32.997 trillion recorded in Janu-
ary 2020.

On a monthly basis, the central government 
debt increased by one percent against Rs. 36.26 
trillion reported in December 2020. 

The latest data released by the State Bank of  
Pakistan (SBP) shows that a large portion of  the 
debt was domestic, whereas the remaining was ex-
ternal. The Central Government Domestic Debt 
amounted to Rs. 24.5 trillion during the month, 
signifying a growth of  around 12 percent Year-
over-Year (YoY), compared to Rs. 19.36 trillion 
long-term debt and Rs. 5.13 trillion short-term 
debt.

By the end of  January 2021, the government’s 
long-term debt increased by one Percent Month-
over-Month (MoM) while on yearly basis, it surged 
by 16 percent when compared to Rs. 16.74 trillion 
at the end of  January 2020.

Similarly, the short-term debt increased by two 
percent both on an MoM and YoY basis.

Within the long-term domestic debt, the Paki-
stan Investment Bonds (PIBs) accounted for Rs. 
14.16 trillion, and saving schemes accounted for 
Rs. 3.525 trillion, showing a jump of  15 percent 
and eighth percent YoY respectively. While in the 
short-term domestic debt, Market Treasury Bills 

amounted to Rs. 5.134 trillion, up by eight percent 
YoY

A breakup of  the Central Government Exter-
nal Debt shows that nearly Rs.11.89 trillion (tr) 
came from long-term loans, depicting a growth of  
13 percent YoY while Rs. 140.7 billion (bn) came 
from short-term loans, which was 78 percent lower 
compared to the same month last year.

On the other hand, the short-term domestic 
debt increased by only Rs89bn to Rs5.136tr at 
end-January this year as against Rs5.047tr last 
year, up by 1.76 percent. This apparently was part 
of  the government strategy to prolong the profile 
of  the debt to stagger debt servicing obligations.

The SBP data also put the total domestic per-
manent debt at Rs15.692tr, showing a massive in-

crease of  17.83pc, or Rs2.375tr, in a single year 
from Rs13.317tr reported at the end of  January 
2020.

This included a major portion of  about Rs15tr 
worth of  federal government bonds by end of  
the first seven months of  the current fiscal year 
against Rs12.581tr reported at the end of  first sev-
en months of  last year. Even out of  this, the ma-
jor chunk of  Rs14.16tr pertained to Pakistan In-
vestment Bonds as against Rs12.33tr of  the same 
period last year. The long-term PIBs are not only 
preferred by domestic but also by foreign investors 
as these bonds offer higher returns.

On the other hand, domestic debt on account 
of  prize bonds declined by 6.5 percent to Rs.686bn 
this year as against Rs.734bn at the end of  the first 
seven months of  the last fiscal year.

Total unfunded debt amounted to Rs3.668tr 
by end of  January this year when compared to 
Rs3.424tr of  the same period last year.

The government relies heavily on the markets 
for borrowing to meet fiscal deficit after its agree-
ment with the International Monetary Fund that 
restricts borrowing from the central bank for defi-
cit financing.

The country’s economy which was already in 
a critical state was further hit by the coronavirus 
pandemic. The East Asia Forum noted that the 
south Asian country’s GDP growth rate for 2019–
20 contracted by 0.4 percent. This is “the first time 
it fell negative in seven decades,” the article said 
adding that the per capita income too dropped 
from $1625 to $1325.

However, what could be worrisome for Paki-
stan is that its economy has been slowing down 
since 2018. In 2018, its GDP growth was 5.8 per-
cent. Despite the much-hyped China Pakistan 
Economic Corridor (CPEC) joblessness and pov-
erty have increased.

Many have raised an eyebrow over Pakistan’s 
ability to repay. That apart, relations with Saudi 
Arabia and UAE, which traditionally have had 
strong ties with Pakistan. Pakistan’s relations 
with Saudi Arabia and UAE have started to show 
cracks, as the Imran Khan government has been 
trying to create a parallel Islamic countries bloc 
with Turkey. Last year, Pakistan had to repay part 
of  the loan to Saudi Arabia for which it had to bor-
row from China. In 2018 the two nations signed a 
$6.2 billion agreement. As part of  this agreement, 
a $3.2 billion oil package was provided to the cash-
strapped Pakistan government by Saudi Arabia. 
However, Pakistan in August last year repaid $1 
billion of  the $3.2 billion of  the loan. Now there is 
rising uncertainty over loans from UAE. Reports 
have suggested that China’s assistance to Pakistan 
is also reducing.

Meanwhile, the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) and Pakistan reached a staff-level agree-
ment over reforms that will lead to the release of  
around $500 million in funds, the IMF and the 
country’s finance ministry said.

The package strikes an appropriate balance be-
tween supporting the economy, ensuring debt sus-
tainability, and advancing structural reform, the 
Fund said in a statement.

“Pending approval of  the Executive Board, the 
reviews’ completion would release around $500 
million,” the IMF said.

Last year, staff  from the IMF and Pakistani au-
thorities reached an agreement to pave the way for 
a disbursement of  $450m in IMF funds pending 
approval from the global lender’s executive board.

Pakistan and the IMF have been working to 
implement IMF-supported economic reforms, in 
particular tax collection, aimed at stabilising the 
economy and shoring up a yawning fiscal deficit.

Though the bailout programme was still pend-
ing, Pakistan received $1.4 billion in emergency fi-
nancing from the IMF to allow it to fund targeted 
and temporary spending increases aimed at con-
taining the pandemic and mitigating its economic 
impact.

Authorities are counting on the IMF bailout 
package to bolster Pakistan’s fiscal position and 
increase global confidence in its economy. n
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The latest data released by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) 
shows that a large portion of the debt was domestic, whereas 
the remaining was external. The Central Government 
Domestic Debt amounted to Rs.24.5 trillion during the 
month, signifying a growth of around 12 percent Year-over-
Year (YoY), compared to  Rs.19.36 trillion long-term debt and 
Rs.5.13 trillion short-term debt

Govt debt surged by 
Rs 3.54 trillion

By the end of January 2021, 
the government’s long-term 

debt increased by one 
percent  Month-over-Month 
(MoM) while on yearly basis, 
it surged by 16 percent when 
compared to Rs.16.74 trillion 
at the end of January 2020
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A
mazon maintains a sizeable presence 
in India, where it has created some one 
million jobs but the E-commerce giant 
continues to banish Pakistani sellers. Pa-

kistan is the only South Asian nation not on the list 
of  102 countries on its platform, despite being one 
of  the biggest manufacturing economies in the re-
gion. However, Pakistani merchants have developed 
their own unique ways of  sending their products 
abroad, termed as “Jugaad” in Urdu, a translation 
for “hacks” in English.

Some creative hacks deployed by the sellers in-
clude using VPN services to access their seller cen-
tral accounts from abroad– an Amazon portal for the 
merchants to buy and sell. Pakistani sellers are also 
following the practice of  registering their businesses 
with overseas bank accounts and addresses, and find-
ing overseas business partners to help.

However, it may have to do with Pakistan’s un-
derdeveloped e-commerce sector. Last year, the 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment ranked Pakistan 116 out of  152 nations on its 
B2C e-commerce Index, which measures an econ-
omy’s preparedness to support online shopping, be-
hind countries like Namibia and Sri Lanka. The gov-
ernment of  Pakistan also only passed its first official 
e-commerce policy in 2019, which was designed to 
introduce banking services and other infrastructure 
needed for digital commerce.

A whole industry of  gig workers associated 
with the Amazon industry has come into existence. 
Among them also include the Amazon Virtual 
Assistants, who aid local and international Ama-
zon sellers, and fulfillment consultants and thrive 
through communities, such as Xtreme commerce 
and Enablers.

This growth in the Amazon virtual support in-
dustry is quite impressive, considering that Pakistani 
sellers have still not been allowed on the platform. 
However, removing restrictions on Pakistani sellers 
could drastically change the game and result in a 
new era of  economic growth as more sellers will visit 
the platform than ever before.

Amazon hosts millions of  independent sellers on 
Amazon Marketplace, who are required to provide 
banking details and other identifying information in 
order to sign up. While independent estimates indi-
cate that most third-party sellers are from the United 
States and China, Amazon often touts how it helps 
small businesses from all over the world reach their 
customers. The tech giant allows merchants with 
companies registered in over 100 countries to sell 
goods on its website, but some places remain exclud-
ed, including heavily sanctioned nations like Iran 
and North Korea. 

It’s not clear why Pakistan remains off  the list, 
especially since manufacturing is a major part of  
the country’s economy. It’s also the only large South 
Asian nation that didn’t make the cut. “We are con-
stantly looking at ways to enable more selling part-
ners to sell to customers globally through our store,” 
a spokesperson for Amazon said in an email. “We 
do not have anything new to announce at this time.”

The spokesperson declined to answer questions 
as to why Amazon restricts Pakistani merchants 
from its platform, but it may be because the coun-
try still has a relatively underdeveloped e-commerce 
sector. 

“I would imagine Pakistan is a few years behind 
China in terms of  expertise in selling to the West di-
rectly,” said Juozas Kaziuk nas, founder and CEO 
of the e-commerce research firm Marketplace Pulse. 
“The explosion of  Chinese sellers came in 2015 and 
is still continuing, but that is a snowball effect that 
was accelerated by successful local sellers, local sup-
port, etc.” 

For the time being, a merchant, Khan, and oth-
ers like him have resorted to using unofficial work-
arounds to sell through Amazon, like registering 
their businesses using overseas bank accounts and 
addresses. Khan works with a British-Pakistani part-
ner who lives in the United Kingdom, for example. 
But while small-scale sellers like him have been re-
lying on these loopholes for years, over the last year, 
Amazon has begun making official inroads with 
some 38 of  the country’s biggest manufacturers.

According to government officials and reports, 
Amazon representatives have been providing one-
on-one business advice to large-scale sellers in Paki-
stan’s textile, medical equipment, and sporting goods 
industries, helping them with digital onboarding and 
incorporating their businesses in countries like the 
United States. Amazon has provided similar hands-
on help in countries such as China, but this is the first 
programme of its kind in Pakistan.

Aisha Moriani, joint 
secretary of  Pakistan’s Min-
istry of  Commerce, said 
the 38 chosen manufactur-
ers are part of  a pilot pro-
gramme, which, according 
to her, is Amazon’s method 
of  testing the waters in Pa-
kistan. “Our goal, through-
out, has been to open up 
seller-registration for Paki-
stani sellers,” she said add-
ing, “so that our banking 
channels are used as well 
as local companies are able to access Amazon’s ser-
vices.” Moriani added that the Ministry of  Com-
merce has been trying to encourage business-to-con-
sumer exports in the last year. In December, the 
Pakistan State Bank lifted a tedious bureaucratic 
step for businesses that made it easier to export up to 
$5,000 worth of  goods. 

But while the 38 major manufacturers included 

in the pilot programme receive dedicated aid from 
Amazon representatives, small sellers like Khan 
have been forced to continue using creative hacks to 
reach Amazon customers. Khan uses a VPN to ac-
cess his Seller Central account in the U.K., a portal 
used by Amazon merchants to market and sell their 
products. Other sellers send funds to their Pakistani 
bank accounts using apps like Wise and Payoneer.

There are enough unofficial Pakistani Amazon 
sellers that a cottage in-
dustry of  gig workers has 
sprung up to support them. 
It includes Amazon Virtual 
Assistants (freelancers who 
aid with everything from 
customer service to admin-
istrative tasks), fulfillment 
consultants, and web de-
velopers. They get together 
in Facebook groups with 
names like “Extreme Com-
merce” and “eCommerce 
by Enablers.” Although 

they help clients in many countries, the online free-
lance marketplace Fiverr lists over 7,000 Pakistanis 
who advertise themselves as Amazon Virtual Assis-
tants, more than from any other country. Although 
similar Amazon seller communities exist all over the 
world, it’s surprising that Pakistan’s support indus-
try has grown so robust, considering the country’s 
sellers can’t officially use the e-commerce platform. n
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Some creative hacks deployed by the sellers include using 
VPN services to access their seller central accounts from 
abroad– an Amazon portal for the merchants to buy and sell. 
Pakistani sellers are also following the practice of registering 
their businesses with overseas bank accounts and addresses, 
and finding overseas business partners to help

Amazon shuts out 
merchants from 
Pakistan but selling 
on the platform via 
“Jugaad” or “hacks”

It’s not clear why Pakistan 
remains off the list, especially 

since manufacturing is a 
major part of the country’s 
economy. It’s also the only 

large South Asian nation that 
didn’t make the cut
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T
he Ministry of  
Interior has dis-
closed that SIMs 
activated fraudu-

lently via different decep-
tive techniques like silicon 
thumb impressions are 
being used for unsolicited 
calls. According to the offi-
cial documents, during the 
current year under Section 
13, 14, 17 of  PECA-2016, 
the Cyber Crime Wing of  
the FIA has received a to-
tal number of  4,547 com-
plaints about these unso-
licited/fraudulent calls 
made to robe the common 
people of  their money 
through different tricky 
ways. 

Out of  4,547 com-
plaints, 1,815 were con-
verted into regular inqui-
ries, and 145 cases were 
also registered against 
the culprits of  fraudulent 
calls. In 2019, as many 
as 1,798 inquiries and 
158 cases were registered 
by the FIA Cyber Crime 
Wing, and 3,706 inquiries 
and 154 cases were regis-
tered in 2020.

“It is a fact that Cy-
bercrime FIA assists the 
PTA in tracking the owner 
of  such SIMs and interro-
gates them. During inter-
rogations, it revealed that 
all such SIMs were activat-
ed fraudulently by using dif-
ferent deceptive techniques 
like silicon thumb impres-
sion, etc.” the Ministry stat-
ed.

The Ministry further 
said, “Yes it is possible that 
after biometric verification, 
such SIMs used for unsolicited calls under section 
17 of  PECA-2016, “unauthorized issuance of  SIMs 
cards,” become a responsibility of  the Pakistan Tele-
communication Authority (PTA) to check and mon-
itor the illegally SIMs biometric verification.”

During the current year, the Cybercrime Wing 
(CCW) FIA registered five FIRs u/s 16, 17, and 
15 against which accused were arrested. The Wing 
recovered 75 BVS devices, 14,533 SIMs, and 1,408 
silicon thumb impressions, and 3,000 sheets.

In 2019 and 2020, the Cyber Crime FIA regis-
tered 90 FIRs and 300 inquiries, 107 accused were 
arrested, and it recovered 17 BVS devices, 25,192 
SIMs, and 6,446 silicon thumbs impressions along 
with a voter list. The loss averted during 2019 and 
2020 was Rs.71.99 million, and the estimated cost of  
the confiscated items was Rs. 91.76 million.

The Cybercrime, FIA, has established a special 
team in every cybercrime reporting center to deal 
with complaints about the unsolicited callers who 
defrauded common people. It acts in collaboration 
with the PTA to crack down on such franchises that 
fraudulently activate SIMs used in unsolicited calls. 
The PTA is the authority to monitor the activation 
of  such SIMs, it added.

Meanwhile, Federal Investigation Agency (FIA) 
busted a gang allegedly, involved in activating mobile 
SIMs using fake fingerprints.

According to details, the FIA team carried out a 
raid in Sargodha and arrested the accused persons 
allegedly involved in activating SIMs through illegal 
means. “We have recovered a laptop, mobile SIMs, 
and fingerprints from their possession,” the Agency 
said. The accused also used the fingerprints to acti-
vate fake mobile accounts.

In a similar action in July last year, the Cyber-
crime Wing of  the FIA busted a gang allegedly 

involved in selling SIMs activated through illegal 
biometric machines from Lahore. The FIA team 
arrested young boys and owners, and employees of  
the franchise of  a private mobile company allegedly 
involved in the entire scam from Shahdara area of  
the city. The franchise owners used young boys for 
selling SIMs activated through illegal means.

The FIA team recovered internet devices, SIMs, 
mobile phones, and laptops from their possession. A 
case was also registered against them at the Cyber-
crime Police Station of  the Agency.

In another raid, the Cybercrime Wing arrested a 
three-member gang for copying thumbprints of  un-
known persons and getting fake SIM cards in Rahim 
Yar Khan. According to the police, the men used 
to copy fingerprints on silicon sheets and then issue 
fake SIM cards to people. “We have seized hundreds 

of  SIMS cards, fingerprints, identity cards, and de-
vices from them,” the FIA spokesperson said.

The suspects used to loot money from Ehsaas 
Programme via fake fingerprints. “Some of  them 
sold these prints to other criminals as well,” the 
spokesperson added.

An FIR has been registered against them and the 
perpetrators of  the shady business are being interro-
gated.

Pakistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA) 

has cautioned the general 
public about the hoax, false, 
and unsolicited calls and 
messages made by criminal 
persons to get their personal 
details or details of  money 
transfer. The PTA or oth-
er organizations, such as 
banks, will never call and 
ask for personal informa-
tion, like ATM pin, code, 
OTP, and account details. 
Therefore, people are ad-
vised not to share their 
personal information with 
an unknown caller/SMS 
sender, and ignore calls 
that claim to be from the 
PTA or other organiza-
tions asking to update or 
verify details i.e., mother 
name, account balance, 
CNIC No., etc.

Besides contacting 
their respective telecom 
service operator, consum-
ers may also register their 
complaints by dialing 
0800-55055 or at https://
complaint.pta.gov.pk/
RegisterComplaint . Ap-
propriate action would be 
taken against the persons 
involved in this fraudulent 
activity.

The Federal Investiga-
tion Agency has arrested 
30 people involved in rob-
bing people of  millions of  
rupees through banking 

frauds using stolen finger-
prints.

The FIA officials said 
they had recovered more 
than Rs25 million from the 
arrested suspects. Thou-
sands of  people across the 
country have reportedly 
complained of  losing mil-

lions through the frauds committed using their own 
fingerprints.

The fraudsters steal the fingerprints from voter 
lists, B-forms, identity cards, and documents from 
Union Council allegedly with the connivance of  the 
departmental staff  which has access to them.

The prints are then replicated with the help of  
silicone. According to sources, the fingerprints ob-
tained by the fraudsters are copied on X-ray films. 
After this, a fake fingerprint membrane is made with 
silicone and is pasted on the thumbs and fingers of  
those involved in the fraud.

The fingerprints and thumbprints are used for 
biometric verification to receive mobile phone SIMs 
from cellular companies that are then used for var-
ious illegal activities. The sources further said that 
sometimes online banking applications are down-
loaded after the SIM of a phone number is got fraud-
ulently issued.

Once the app is downloaded, the fraudsters get 
information about the users and withdraw money 
from their bank accounts. As a result, the victim 
loses money from his account within minutes. The 
FIA Cybercrime wing receives a large number of  
complaints daily about such frauds. The Wing holds 
investigations into them and makes arrests. As many 
as 30 people have been arrested by the Wing. The 
arrested suspects revealed their modus operandi in 
detail during interrogations. They told FIA officials 
how they obtained fingerprints of  citizens, copied 
them using silicone, and changed the images in the 
data of  the citizens. Last year, complaints about the 
withdrawal of  millions of  rupees from thousands of  
accounts were received. In the first 10 days of  the 
current month, the FIA Cybercrime Wing Lahore 
received more than 500 complaints of  such inci-
dents. n

It is a fact that Cybercrime FIA assists the PTA in tracking 
the owner of such SIMs and interrogates them. During 

interrogations, it revealed that all such SIMs were activated 
fraudulently by using different deceptive techniques like 

silicon thumb impression, etc.

Unsolicited calls still 
being made after SIMs 
biometric verification

The loss averted during 2019 
and 2020 was Rs.71.99 

million, and the estimated cost 
of the confiscated items was 

Rs. 91.76 million
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T
he number of  3G and 4G users in Paki-
stan reached 95.38 million by the end of  
February 2021, as compared to 92.99 mil-
lion by the end of  January 2021, said Pa-

kistan Telecommunication Authority (PTA).
This shows an increase of  2.39 million on the 

monthly comparison. The number of  mobile phone 
users in Pakistan reached 179.9 million by the end 
of  February 2021 compared to 177.61 million by 
the end of  January, registering an increase of  2.29 
million during the period under review.

Monthly Next Generation Mobile Service 
(NGMS) penetration, increased from 43.5 percent 
in January 2021 to 44.54 percent in February 2021.

Jazz’s total count for 3G users stood at 8.79 
million by the end of  February compared to 8.89 
million by the end of  January 2021, registering a 
decrease of  0.1 million. Jazz 4G user numbers 
jumped from 26.24 million by the end of  January 
2021 to 27.56 million by the end of  February.

Zong 3G subscribers decreased from 5.17 mil-
lion by the end of  January 2021 to 5.074 million, 
while the number of  4G users jumped from 21.38 
million by the end of  January to 22.042 million by 
the end of  February.

The number of  3G users of  Telenor decreased 
from 5.95 million by the end of  January to 5.87 
million by the end of  February. The number of  4G 
users jumped from 14.96 million by the end of  Jan-
uary to 15.52 million by the end of  February.

Ufone 3G users decreased from 4.62 million 
by the end of  January to 4.59 million by the end 
of  February. The number of  4G users of  Ufone in-
creased from 5.74 million by the end of  January to 
5.908 million by the end of  February.

Teledensity for cellular mobile increased from 
83.02 percent by the end of  January to 84.68 per-
cent by the end of  February. The total teledensity 
increased from 85.15 percent by the end of  January 
to 85.81 percent by the end of  February.

PTA received 26,894 complaints from telecom 
consumers against different telecom operators, in-
cluding (cellular operators, PTCL, LDIs, WLL op-
erators, and ISPs) as of  March 2021. PTA said that 
it was able to get 26,808 complaints resolved, which 
means 99 percent of  them have been addressed suc-
cessfully.

According to PTA data, Jazz led the chart with 
18,386 complaints and Zong at the second posi-
tion as the most complained telecom operator with 
3,013. Meanwhile, internet freedom in Pakistan de-
clined dramatically in 2020 due to increased block-
ing of  political, social, and cultural websites by the 
government, beefed-up operationalization of  an 
undeclared policy of  connectivity restrictions, in-
creased disinformation, and ‘weaponization’ of  the 
cybercrime law as a tool.

This is the crux of  the findings of  the “Annual 
Pakistan media legal review 2020” report released 
by the Institute for Research, Advocacy and De-
velopment (IRADA) in relation to the World Press 
Freedom Day on May 3.

“The accumulative effect of  these outcomes was 
that the already unfriendly legal framework govern-
ing freedom of  expression, right to information and 
digital rights in Pakistan worsened considerably 
during 2020,” according to the report titled “Grow-
ing fear and hate in Pakistani online civic spaces.” 
IRADA Executive Director Mohammad Aftab Alam 
said the 
m e d i a 
legal re-
view 2020 
has been 
d e d i c a t -
ed to the 
e m i n e n t 
h u m a n 
rights ac-
tivist and senior journalist, late I. A. Rehman.

The report said Pakistan was experiencing ma-
jor setbacks in the enforcement of  digital rights, 
freedom of  expression, and right to information– 
especially in online spaces– through regression in 
the areas of  internet policies and regulations.

“This is resulting in a rise in censorship, hate 

speech, digital surveillance, and breach of  privacy 
and disinformation and misinformation online,” 
the report added.

In the legal context of  Pakistan, the report said, 
2020 was characterized by an aggressive govern-
ment seeking to extend and expand its authority to 
over-regulate the media sector and to redefine the 
boundaries of  free speech not only for media and 
information practitioners, including journalists 
and online citizens but also for Opposition polit-
ical parties and civil society movements and their 

l e a d e r s. 
N e v e r -
t h e l e s s , 
the report 
a d d e d , 
the gov-
e r nment 
a c c e l e r -
ated its 
efforts to 
beef  up 

internet controls with the intended consequence 
of  expanding its policy of  ‘reduced tolerance for 
dissent.’

The report noted that the cybercrime law was 
repeatedly invoked against journalists and opinion 
makers for gagging freedom of  expression and so-
cial media activism. “A large number of  journal-

ists and social media activists became the target 
of  the draconian Prevention of  Electronic Crimes 
Act (Peca) 2016. Several journalists and rights ac-
tivists faced inquiries, abductions, investigations, 
and arrests related to their online/social media ac-
tivities and posts.”

As per the report, “13 incidents of  actions un-
der Peca against journalists or human rights activ-
ists have been reported during the year.”

The Federal Investigation Agency (FIA) either 
had initiated inquires or issued notices to journal-
ists and online information practitioners or cases 
were registered against them under the cybercrime 
law. At least two of  them were arrested as well for 
their allegedly unlawful online activities.

The report also noted that 2020 saw the 
re-emergence with a vengeance of  banning social 
media applications and platforms. Several social 
media applications were also banned.

“Freedom of  expression is a guaranteed fun-
damental right in the shape of  Article 19 of  the 
Constitution,” senior madia man Mr Alam said, 
adding, “the government needs to roll back its 
increasingly coercive policy and hostile practices 
aimed at curbing free speech and bring them in 
alignment with the best practices of  diversity and 
pluralism in expression and allow online spaces 
to be representative of  the people’s opinions and 
interests.” n
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Jazz’s total count for 3G users stood at 8.79 million by the end 
of February compared to 8.89 million by the end of January 
2021, registering a decrease of 0.1 million. Jazz 4G user numbers 
jumped from 26.24 million by the end of January 2021 to 27.56 
million by the end of February

The number 3G and 
4G users reach to
95.38 million

Teledensity for cellular mobile increased from 
83.02 percent by the end of January to 84.68 

percent by the end of February. The total teledensi-
ty increased from 85.15 percent by the end of 

January to 85.81 percent by the end of February
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P
rime Minister Imran Khan lashed out 
at Pakistan’s ambassadors over what he 
termed an ‘indifferent attitude’ by Paki-
stani embassies, especially in the Middle 

East, towards the Pakistanis. The PM said that what 
he heard from the Pakistani workers in Saudi Ara-
bia shows that the embassy staff  was disinterested 
in addressing their grievances. Around two million 
Pakistanis are living in Saudi Arabia and they are 
sending annual remittances valuing at $4.5 billion. 
Riyadh has reportedly been unilaterally deporting 

a large number of  Pakistani workers over the past 
two years. The premier has directed the diplomats 
to give special treatment to Pakistani diaspora and 
resolve their problems on priority basis.

He further said with a heavy heart that the 
Nadra staff  at the Pakistan embassy in Kuwait 
was involved in taking bribes instead of  guiding 
Pakistani nationals. “I was shocked to hear this,” 
Khan told the envoys. The premier, who also read 
out complaints to the missions in a virtual meet-
ing through video link, said these complaints were 
received through Pakistan Citizen’s Portal and an 
inquiry was taking place into them to fix the re-
sponsibility. Pakistan Citizen’s Portal, an integrat-
ed system for recording and redressing citizens’ 
complaints against the performance of  government 
departments and officials. After the portal was in-
troduced, hundreds of  thousands of  complainants 
used the service to record their grievances.

“I called you today to let you know that you need 
to change this attitude,” the Premier said. He also 
asked Foreign Minister Shah Mehmood Qureshi to 
oversee the matter or depute someone for this job. 
“Your response has been dissatisfactory,” the PM 
told the envoys. The PM further said that gone are 
the days when Pakistan’s ambassadors in the UK 
would meet higher authorities in the country and 
boast of  it. He also directed ambassadors to focus 
on bringing Foreign Direct Investment to Pakistan 
and it must be evaluated that which embassy facili-
tated how much FDI to Pakistan.

Prime Minister Imran Khan asked ambassadors 
to shun the colonial-era attitude and treat overseas 
Pakistanis with kindness, and said the existing in-
different attitude towards expatriates was “unfor-
givable.” Prime Minister Imran Khan was especial-
ly concerned over the behaviour Pakistani workers 
were receiving at the hand of  staff  in the missions 
in Saudi Arabia and UAE and highlighted the value 
of  the Pakistan working community in the Middle 
East for their contribution to the national exche-
quer by means of  remittances. The Prime Minister 
said after the government received complaints from 
Pakistani labourers in Saudi Arabia and following 
“one or two incidents”, he sought feedback about 
the embassy from some expatriates he knew. “The 
feedback was shocking ... there was callousness 
and nobody worried about them,” he said added, 
the reports matched the complaints received on the 

Citizen’s Portal.
He lauded the efforts of  the Pakistan labour class 

which thousands of  miles away from the families 
were serving the country in a big way. He stressed 
that if  Pakistan today had not gone bankrupt, it was 
because of  the remittances sent home by overseas 
Pakistanis. He asked the missions to set their af-
fairs right towards them. Imran Khan said people 
went to embassies to avail themselves 17 different 
services, but the feedback received from expatriates 
showed to “unnecessary delays and complications 

in availing routine services, non-adherence to time 
commitments [and] indifferent attitude of  staff, es-
pecially in embassies of  UAE and Saudi Arabia”.

Noting that the highest remittances were re-
ceived from UAE and Saudi Arabia, the Prime 
Minister said it was understandable that these two 
embassies would face the greatest pressure due to 
the high number of  workers, but asked them to in-
form Islamabad if  they needed extra help or sup-
port. “But indifferent attitude is just unforgivable, 
unacceptable,” he emphasised.

About the issues that come to the light at the 
Pakistani missions in Riyadh and Jeddah, Prime 
Minister Imran acknowledged that he could not 
pay timely and due attention to as he was occupied 
with other the “domestic issues” of  importance.

Recalling his own time in England as an over-
seas Pakistani, Imran regretted that the country’s 
embassies “by and large” treated educated, well-to-
do expatriates with respect but were indifferent to-
wards the labour classes. Last month in an unprec-
edented move that sent alarm bells ringing across 
Pakistani diplomatic missions abroad, the govern-
ment had suspended the outgoing ambassador to 
Saudi Arabia and recalled six diplomats posted at 
the embassy in Riyadh on allegations of  improper 
treatment of  Pakistanis living in the kingdom. An 
inquiry was also ordered against the envoy and the 
recalled diplomats. “I remember some ambassadors 
used to have a really bad attitude with the labour 
community like masters would deal their subjects 
in the colonial days,” he said.

“We cannot continue like this. The way our em-
bassies are running, this could work in an old colo-
nial system but not in today’s Pakistan. Embassies’ 

foremost work is to provide service to the diaspora 
and then they should work to bring investment into 
the country that is going through very bad finan-
cial conditions right now,” Prime Minister Imran 
stressed, noting that Indian embassies abroad were 
“very proactive” in bringing investment to India as 
compared to Pakistani missions.

He said the government could not give jobs to 
all such labourers in Pakistan and they were forced 
to go abroad after a lot of  difficulties and work long 
hours and live in crowded accommodations.

Continuing to read the complaints, Imran said 
top-level supervision at the embassies was either 
found “missing or taken for granted in case of  pub-
lic grievances.” He added that this was specifical-
ly the case with the ambassador in Saudi Arabia, 
saying the findings of  a high-level inquiry into the 
matter would be completed by next week.

“Complaints resolution approach of  the em-
bassies is mostly firefighting and lacks a passion to 
solve these issues; no policy-level decisions or per-
manent resolution approach is adopted to the issues 
frequently highlighted; no formal communication 
channels are kept at hand to keep the Pakistani 
diaspora updated about the embassies’ working 
hours, and services,” the premier said.

He continued: “no proactive steps have been 
taken to regularly check the conduct and attitude 
of  the staff. Prime Minister Imran Khan read out 
some complaints lodged by expatriates in Qatar, 
Saudi Arabia, and Kuwait and the response given to 
them by the Pakistani embassies, which he termed 
as unsatisfactory and “bureaucratic”.

One case concerned an overseas Pakistani who 
complained that they were given polio drops upon 
landing in Saudi Arabia on every instance, despite 
showing the attested vaccination certificate issued 
by Saudi Arabia. This person was told by the em-
bassy that it could not interfere in the matter as the 
Kingdom was a sovereign country, the Premier 
noted. In order to reverse course, Prime Minister 
Imran said he desired “clear” monitoring of  issues 
overseen by the ambassadors themselves. A special 
officer should be appointed to look into feedback 
and the complaints received on the Citizen’s Portal, 
he suggested.

The premier said: “Monitoring should be done 
so the people working efficiently are encouraged 
and those who are not being punished. Labourers 
should be treated with compassion and given spe-
cial treatment in order to ease their problems, and 
not sent back due to “frivolous” reasons.”

A cell with lawyers available should be formed 
to look after the welfare of  Pakistanis imprisoned in 
jails abroad in the cases of  petty offences. The gov-
ernment is ready to provide funds to this end and 
to pay fines for the people jailed over small crimes.

Evaluation should be conducted to assess which 
embassies are working to bring more investors and 
foreign investment into the country. n 2 9
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read out some complaints 

lodged by expatriates in Qatar, 
Saudi Arabia, and Kuwait and 
the response given to them by 

the Pakistani embassies, which 
he termed as unsatisfactory and 

“bureaucratic”



P
akistan IT talent knows no bounds and is 
acknowledged globally. Still, the country’s 
IT Ministry seems to be inclined to spend-
ing large sums of  the taxpayer’s money on 

‘importing’ skilled IT professionals from abroad. A 
prominent journalist revealed in a TV programme 
that the Cabinet had approved an E-voting con-
sultant for the IT Ministry, costing the taxpayers 
a staggering Rs.28 crores. The appointment could 
mark the hiring of  “the most expensive consultant 
in Pakistan’s history.”

Criticizing the government, the journalist said 
in a tweet that the government has funds to gain 
Cabinet approval for the appointment of  a foreign 
IT consultant, but doesn’t have enough to procure 
COVID-19 vaccines. According to details presented 
by the journalist, the IT Ministry had submitted a 
summary to the Economic Coordination Commit-
tee (ECC) for the approval of  funds to hire a Span-
ish consultant to guide on the establishment of  an 
E-voting system for the voting of  overseas Paki-
stanis. Apparently, the Prime Minister is motivated 
by the prospects of  adding some 4-5 million votes to 
his vote-bank via the E-voting system, considering 
the support he enjoys abroad.

The journalist during the show remarked sar-
castically, “Pakistanis make tall claims about their 
achievements in the field of  IT, but the ground reali-
ty is, not a single Pakistani is qualified enough to be 
hired to guide for the E-voting system.”

Ali Zaidi and Fawad Chaudhary were the 
only two Federal Ministers who raised objections 
against the step and asked what justifies this exor-
bitant expense. On the sources based information, 
the journalist said, “the ministers lambasted the IT 
Ministry for making it a “fashion” to hire consul-
tants for every minor purpose.” However, eventu-
ally, the objections went in vain since Imran Khan 
rejected the ministers’ arguments and the summary 
was approved.

The mediaman also questioned about the Na-
tional Information Technology Board (NITB)’s 
head, Shabahat Ali Shah, who was being paid a 
handsome amount and was brought in as a foreign 
professional alongside other government IT bodies, 
was short of  the expertise required for the E-vot-
ing system.The Cabinet members have reportedly, 
raised questions over the security of  the proposed 
E-voting plan of  the government saying that the 
system can be hacked.

Secretary, Parliamentary Affairs Division 
briefed the Cabinet on Electronic Voting Machines 
(EVMs) and the right to vote to overseas Pakistanis.

The Cabinet was informed that on the right of  
vote to the Overseas Pakistanis as ordered by the 
Supreme Court on August 17, 2018, the Election 
Commission of  Pakistan (ECP) was directed to 
conduct a pilot project on internet voting (I-Voting) 
in 35 constituencies in the 2018 by-elections. Re-
ports prepared by the ECP were put before the Na-
tional Assembly on January 14, 2019, and the Sen-
ate on January 22, 2019. Reports have not yet been 
discussed, despite the efforts by the Parliamentary 
Affairs Division in this behalf.

Briefing on I-Voting, the Cabinet was informed 
that a number of  meetings of  the Cabinet Sub-Com-
mittee under the President of  Pakistan, were held 
during which it was decided that the Ministry of  In-
formation Technology would expedite the process 
of  selection of  consultants for: (i) audit of  Nadra 
system by using filters;(ii) recommending appropri-
ate emerging technologies for EVMs/I-Voting;(iii) 
provision of  funds of  Rs 280 million by MoF 
through ECC; and (iv) Parliamentary Affairs Divi-
sion to write a letter to the ECP about report-laying 
in Parliament for their further action. The ECP re-
plied its mandate was limited to conduct the pilot 
projects. It was noted that an appropriate amend-
ment was required in Section 94 Election law for 
the I-voting system for general elections. The pro-
posed draft Bill for reforms in Election Commis-
sion, including amendment in Section 94, is pend-
ing in National Assembly Standing Committee for 
Parliamentary Affairs.

The Cabinet was apprised that Section 103 of  
the law provided use of  the Electronic Voting Ma-

chines (EVMs) for conducting the pilot projects, to 
know the utility of  of  EVM/BVM, and laying the 
reports in the Parliament. EVMs pilot project report 
was presented in the National Assembly on January 
15, 2018 and in the Senate on January 25, 2018, 
and they have not yet been discussed in Parliament 
despite efforts of  the Parliamentary Affairs Divi-
sion. The Cabinet was updated that since March, 

21 three meetings were held in the Ministry of  Par-
liamentary Affairs on 15th, 24th, and 29th March 
2021. Reference was made to the Secretary, Nation-
al Assembly on March 22, 2021, to expedite the 
process of  Election Amendment Bill, 2020. COM-
SATS, NIE & ECP demonstrated indigenously de-
veloped EVMs, based on DRE technology, before 
President Dr. Arif  Alvi on March 22, 2021. The 
President directed for demonstration of  the Optical 
Scanner Technology in the next meeting. 

A meeting was held under the Adviser to Prime 
Minister on Parliamentary Affairs on March 29, 
2021. It was decided that coordination meetings 

would be held regularly on every Monday. All par-
ticipants agreed on the use of  EVMs, however, the 
members expressed apprehensions about BVMs in 
view of  experiences in Ghana and Kenya. Ministry 
of  IT&T was directed to hire a consulting firm be-
fore April 5, 2021.

It was stated (I-Voting, EVMs) a Parliamenta-
ry Committee consisting of  the leaders of  Parlia-
mentary Parties in NA/Senate would be appointed 
after finalizations of  the list of  party heads in the 
Senate for consultation on electoral reform (includ-
ing I-voting and E-voting). Promulgation of  Or-
dinance to amend Section 94 of  the Election Act, 
2017 would give full mandate to ECP to give the 
voting right to overseas Pakistani while amendment 
to Section 103 of  Act will give mandate to the ECP 
to do the needful in this behalf. The ECP may keep 
on conducting pilot projects in various by-elections 
using the latest technologies. The presentation by 
the Ministry of  Science & Technology was given 
by Nadra. Ministry of  IT came up with progress on 
hiring the consultants on April 5, 2021, and gave a 
short timeline to the consultants to accomplish their 
task. The sources said the Prime Minister expressed 
concern over the lack of  tangible progress on the 
two critical issues, which were imperative to ensure 
inclusive, free, fair, and transparent elections. He 
underscored that these important initiatives must 
not be allowed to drift through delays.

Prime Minister Advisor on Parliamentary Af-
fairs, Babar Awan offered to present a complete 
action plan with timelines in the next Cabinet 
meeting. n
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Pakistanis make tall claims about their achievements in the 
field of IT, but the ground reality is, not a single Pakistani is 
qualified enough to be hired to consult for the E-voting system. 
The IT Ministry had submitted a summary to the ECC for the 
approval of funds to hire a Spanish consultant to guide on the 
establishment of an E-voting system for voting of the overseas 
Pakistanis

IT Ministry hires 
the most expensive 
consultant in 
Pakistan’s history

The Cabinet members have 
reportedly, raised questions 

over the security of the 
proposed E-voting plan of the 

government saying that the 
system can be hacked





T
he Government of Pakistan is committed 
to developing the technology sector in Pa-
kistan. The Special Technology Zones Au-
thority (STZA) has been mandated to pro-

vide legislative and institutional support to encourage 
investments and high-tech business in the technology 
zones across Pakistan. The STZA has initiated the 
work to establish the first Special Technology Zone 
(STZ) in Islamabad. The Islamabad Special Technol-
ogy Zone will be the flagship project of the Authority. 
In order to create the state-of-the-art infrastructure to 
facilitate the business environment, a Memorandum 
of Understanding (MoU) has been signed between 
the STZA and iENGINEERING Corporation. Mr. 
Amer Hashmi, Chairman STZA, said that the first 
Technology Park in the Islamabad STZ will be estab-
lished soon. He further said Islamabad Special Tech-
nology Zone is being set up on 150 acres of land in 
the Islamabad Capital Territory. The land has been 
identified and approved by the Capital Development 
Authority (CDA) for the establishment of the Islam-
abad Special Technology Zone.

The Islamabad Special Technology Zone (STZ) 
will include the state-of-the-art iENGINEERING 
Technology Park. The Park will develop a business 
campus, which will comprise a cluster of midrise 
energy-efficient buildings over 250,000 sq-ft in Islam-
abad STZ with an initial investment of $two million 
which will create more than 2,500 highly skilled jobs 
and generate over $100 million in the next five years. 
The Park will accommodate local and foreign tech-
nology companies with Pakistani owners, startups, 
and tech-hubs which will initially materialize up to 
$50 million of zone enterprise cumulative annual rev-
enue for Islamabad STZ.

The Special Technology Zone Authority has been 
mandated to develop a technology-driven knowledge 
ecosystem to encourage hi-tech innovative solutions 
and futuristic entrepreneurship. STZA will develop a 

national network of Special Technology Zones which 
will change the economic outlook of Pakistan by en-
hancing IT exports and encouraging technology and 
knowledge transfer from global technology hubs. Ac-
cording to the Memorandum of Understanding, both 
organizations will work together to achieve high-tech 
industrial growth, create job opportunities, upskill the 
youth, and attract Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) 
through the development of a knowledge ecosystem 
driven by innovation and collaboration.

While addressing the gathering, Mr. Riaz Ahmad, 
Chief Executive Officer of iENGINEERING Cor-
poration, stated that iENGINEERING Technology 
Park will have the first-mover advantage for the pilot 
technology zone of Islamabad STZ. It will focus on 
transforming cost 
centers into prof-
it centers, which 
will significantly 
increase revenue 
capacity. iENGI-
NEERING Tech-
nology Park plans 
to facilitate the 
acquisition of for-
eign Pakistani-de-
scent businesses by 
providing a mech-
anism for zone en-
terprises to invest 
their profits and 
acquire new cus-
tomers and generate new revenue streams. He further 
said, “that iENGINEERING Corporation has more 
than 20 years of unique operational experience in the 
technology sector in USA and Pakistan.”

While welcoming the first Tech Park developer, 
Mr. Aamer Saleemi, Chief Executive Officer of Is-
lamabad STZ, assured his full support in the early 

execution of the project. He said that Islamabad STZ 
will act as a catalyst for enhancing the IT exports of  
Pakistan and is expected to attract more than $350 
million Foreign Direct Investment in the technology 
sector which will provide job opportunities to more 
than 200,000 youth of the country. Islamabad STZ 
will be the first choice in the region for global tech 
companies and expatriates due to its state-of-the-art 
technology-supportive infrastructure, lucrative tax in-
centives, and one-window services.

With Prime Minister Imran Khan as President of  
the Board, STZA is an autonomous body established 
under the Cabinet Division, Government of Paki-
stan. The Authority has been mandated to promote 
the knowledge-based national ecosystem for stimu-
lating and enhancing the multi-dimensional collab-
oration between the technology industry, academia, 
and government for 21st-century innovation, entre-
preneurship, and new technology creation.

The first announcement of the development of  
Special Economic Zones (SEZs) was made by the 
Ministry of Information and Telecommunications 
in a webinar held in the latter half  of 2020. In line 

with the Ministry, such initiatives will help Pakistan 
expand the scope of its technology and security by 
bringing in special tax exemptions and incentives that 
benefit foreign investors and other entities serving 
in the field of technology. The establishment of the 
Special Technology Zones Authority (STZA) by the 
government of Pakistan is a notable development. 
And the ultimate goal of the governing ordinance 
promulgating the Special Technology Zones Author-
ity (STZA), is to protect developers, stakeholders and 
businesses in the region.

In addition to the 10-year tax exemption, the gov-
ernment will pay tariffs on its behalf  for the same 
period, subsidizing technology developers in special 
technology zones. Special Technology Zone Author-
ity Ordinance 2020 came into force on December 
2020, when all incentives for eligible businesses and 
developers have already been granted by the Presi-
dential order.

The Federal Board of Finance (FBR) has played 
a very crucial role in the development of Special 
Technology Zones in Pakistan. In line with this key 
financial institution in the country, amendments to 
the existing tax laws are a basic requisite.

As per FBR, tax exemption is not a new phenom-
enon. Tax and customs exemptions have also been 
granted to facilitate the establishment of greenfield 

industries, special 
economic zones, 
and others. 

According to 
the legal experts, 
Special Technolo-
gy Zone Authority 
(STZA) Ordinance 
2020, is itself  a 
special law and 
may override cur-
rent tax laws. The 
ordinance also 
gives leverage to in-
vestors of Special 
Economic Zones 
in Pakistan as they 

will not be required to file declarations about their 
assets and incomes.

Also, no sales tax will be levied on any production 
items that will be used in the zones for the next 10 
years. From raw materials to machinery, this clause 
of the STZA 2020 Ordinance contains tons of goods 
and services. n
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The Special Technology Zones Authority has been mandated to 
develop a technology-driven knowledge ecosystem to encourage 
hi-tech innovative solutions and futuristic entrepreneurship. 
The STZA will develop a national network of Special Technology 
Zones which will change the economic outlook of Pakistan 
by enhancing IT exports and encouraging technology and 
knowledge transfer from global technology hubs

Islamabad STZ to 
attract $100 million 
investment

In addition to the 10-year tax 
exemption, the government 

will pay tariffs on its behalf for 
the same period, subsidizing 

technology developers in 
special technology zones



M
inister for Information Technolo-
gy and Telecommunication (IT&T) 
Syed Aminul Haque has sought Ko-
rean assistance in manufacturing and 

assembling smartphones in Pakistan.
He expressed views in this respect during a meet-

ing with the Korean ambassador to Pakistan Suh 
Sangpyo, who called on him.

“Pakistan wants to get benefits from the expe-
rience of  Korea in the field of  IT,” the Minister 
said and urged Korea to support Pakistan in smart-
phones manufacturing and assembling.

During the meeting, the two sides discussed 
matters related to mutual interests and agreed “to 
enhance bilateral cooperation in the field of  IT and 
Telecom.”

The Minister said Pakistan greatly valued its re-
lations with Korea. He said the Ministry of  IT & 
Telecom was taking all possible measures to pro-
mote digitalization in the country. He also high-
lighted the fast pace and the progress Pakistan’s IT 
& Telecom sector was making. 

Federal Minister Aminul Haque said Pakistan’s 
Information and Communications Technology 
(ICT) export remittances have surged to $1.512 bil-
lion, at a growth rate of  43.59 percent, during Ju-
ly-March of  FY 2020-21, compared to $1.053 bil-
lion during the same period last financial year.

He said the ministry was committed to providing 
telecom services across the country including Azad 
Kashmir and Gilgit Baltistan (GB).

He also offered the Korean IT and Telecom 
companies to invest in Pakistan as the business envi-
ronment for foreign investments in this country was 
quite conducive.

He said the exchange of  IT professionals and 
startups between the two countries was also vital.

The envoy said Korea wanted to establish an in-
formation excess center in Pakistan while lauding 
Ministry’s efforts towards promoting the  IT and 
Telecommunication sector in the country.

Earlier, the South Korean Ambassador to Pa-
kistan Suh Sangpyo expressed keen interest in pro-
moting bilateral and cultural ties with Pakistan.

Ambassador Sangpyo, who took over the office 
in Islamabad last December, said a huge potential 
existed in many areas for enhancing bilateral rela-
tions between Pakistan and South Korea, especially 
in technical and cultural fields. He was talking to a 
select group of  journalists at a dinner reception he 

hosted at his residence.
Ambassador Sangpyo was sounded much inter-

ested in establishing a cultural and religious institu-
tion in Taxila and expressed optimism that a large 
number of  followers of  Budhism would love to visit 
Pakistan, and even spend some days at Taxila which 
is the cradle of  Budhism.

In the past, the Pakistan Government was inter-
ested in establishing a research and meditation cen-
ter in Taxila to facilitate the followers of  Budhism 
from all over the world. However, that project was 
shelved for some inexplicable reasons, most proba-
bly because of  the wave of  terrorism that was rife 
a few years back, creating uncertain law and order 
situations in the country and damaging the tourism 
industry.

He said that some 14,000 Pakistanis are work-
ing in South Korea including workers, businessmen, 
and students.

“I believe the Pakistani workers are very hard-
working and successful whichever field they are 
engaged in South Korea. I had a meeting with Spe-
cial Adviser to the Prime Minister on Overseas Pa-
kistanis Zulfi Bukhari, wherein they shared views 
of  the potential of  sending Pakistani workforce to 
Korea,” Ambassador Sangpyo said.

June Seo Park, the Counsellor (Deputy Chief  of  
Mission), Lt. Col Kyungsoo Kim, the Defence Atta-
che, and Jeonghun Byeon, Political and Economic 
Officer, were also present at the reception.

Lt. Col. Kyungsoo Kim said that he was part of  
the UNMOGIP (United Nations Military Observ-
ers Group for India and Pakistan) back in 2005 and 
was based in Muzaffarabad, Azad Kashmir when 

the devastating earthquake struck the region, leav-
ing over 70,000 people dead and hundreds of  thou-
sands injured.

“I was working in the UN Compound in Muzaf-
farabad and was busy monitoring and reporting and 
relief  and rehabilitation work after the earthquake,” 
recalled Lt. Col. Kyungsoo Kim.

“I and my family had fond memories of  Paki-
stan from our last stay and I, as well as my family, 
are very happy to be here once again,” he added.

On the other hand, Federal Minister for Infor-
mation and Broadcasting Fawad Chaudhry has said 
that the future will be defined by technology com-
panies. He believes that if  Pakistan wants to achieve 
any amount of  significance on the global stage, it 
must focus on spending its resources on technologi-
cal developments.

The former Minister for Science and Technology 
took to Twitter to share a CNET article highlight-
ing Apple’s recent profit accumulation of  over $23 
billion.

“Present and Future belongs to tech companies, 
Pakistan must focus on technology if  we want to 
achieve any significance on the World Stage….,” the 
Minister tweeted.

While this might sound like a painfully obvious 
point to make, it is ultimately a matter of  prioritiz-
ing. As the world hurtles towards an age defined by 
groundbreaking tech, everything from the tiniest na-
nobots to the largest lunar landers, any country that 
wants to be able to keep up with the international 
community, needs to ensure that it is not ignoring 
the tech front. And that is precisely the point that 
Fawad Chaudhry is making here.

There have been several notable developments in 
recent times, including electric buses finally hitting 
the roads and the nation’s IT exports crossing the $1 
billion mark, and that does make one look forward 
to the future as a citizen of  Pakistan. However, this 
trajectory of  technological leaps and bounds needs 
to be maintained in order to continue our rise from 
obscurity on the global platform.

Moreover, there are several technological areas 
that are ripe for exploration. Biotechnology and bio-
informatics, for instance, haven’t exactly enjoyed a 
lot of  attention here in Pakistan. The global biotech 
market is expected to reach $1,000 billion this year, 
and with breakthroughs like bioenergy and gene ed-
iting making waves, this is one example of  a field 
that the nation would do well to have a look at. n

The remittances from the exports of Pakistan’s Information and Communications 
Technology (ICT) have surged to $1.512 billion, at a growth rate of 43.59 percent, during July-
March of FY 2020-21, compared to $1.053 billion during the same period last financial year

Pakistan eyes Korea’s existence 
in smartphone production

The envoy said Korea wanted 
to establish an information 
excess center in Pakistan 

while lauding the Ministry’s 
efforts towards promoting the 

IT and Telecommunication 
sector in the country
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T
aking note of the irregularities in drug pric-
ing across the country with complaints of  
profiteering and hoarding of essential med-
icines, the Drug Regulatory Authority of  

Pakistan (DRAP) has set up a helpline for citizens to 
report any upward price difference and get informa-
tion of any sort. 

The federal drug regulator has announced its toll-
free helpline: 0800-03727 for the masses to report any 
wrongdoing by pharmacies or businessmen in the 
drug markets in terms of pricing and hoarding.

The availability of Actemra injection is being en-
sured everywhere as the drug authority has taken due 
steps to curb any manipulated inflation and panic in 
the drug market, said DRAP in its announcement as 
the Covid-19 pandemic continues to mar the health 
sector and the economy.

Earlier this month, DRAP prohibited medical 
practitioners, via a circular, from writing brand names 
of medicines in prescriptions.

“The doctors in their prescriptions should write 
the generic formula of the medicines,” the Regulato-
ry Authority said in its advisory.

“The DRAP has made it unlawful for doctors to 
write the medicine’s manufacturer’s name in their 
prescriptions,” according to the circular.

“It is a common practice that the private, as well 
as government hospitals’ doctors, write the ‘brand 
name’ of a medicine in their prescriptions with ex-
pensive price.” “The patients become overburdened 
to purchase expensive medicines of a specific brand,” 
the DRAP circular read.

Drugs are regulated in Pakistan under the Drug 
Act 1976 and DRAP Act, 2012, under which the 
sales, storage, and distribution of drugs are regulat-
ed at the provincial level while the manufacturing 
(licensing), registration, pricing, import, export, and 
monitoring of controlled drugs come under the do-
main of Federal Government. The DRAP estab-
lished under the DRAP Act 2012 works under the 
Federal Government to regulate the aforementioned 
matters including the determination of drug prices. 
Prices are fixed by the Federal government under 
Section 12 of Drugs Act, 1976 after a recommenda-
tion from the Drug Pricing Committee (DPC), set 
up under the Statutory Regulatory Orders (SRO) on 
6th August 2013 by the Cost and Pricing Division, 
DRAP. DPC is comprised of representatives from 
provincial health departments, the Ministry of Fi-
nance, and consumer bodies along with stakeholders 
as observers to proceedings of the committee.

The government of Pakistan, particularly the 
Drug Regulatory Authority of Pakistan (DRAP), 
in collaboration with provincial health departments 
is responsible for regulating the medicine prices. It 
has taken various regulatory measures to address the 
issue of medicines accessibility, particularly on the 
medicines affordability and availability. Since 2001, 
there has been a moratorium on price increase on 
821 and 108 medicines through statutory regulatory 
orders SRO-100, SRO-328, respectively, before the es-
tablishment of DRAP. There are media reports that 
between June and August 2016, DRAP approved the 
increase in drug prices four times but pharmaceuti-

cal companies were reported to have increased pric-
es for at least five times. But this was not the case. 
During the price moratorium, drug prices have not 
been revised despite multifactorial burdens including 
increased dollar exchange rate, fuel prices, inflation, 
and material costs. Only with the exceptional cases 
of failure of a pharmaceutical manufacturer to con-
tinue manufacturing at the fixed price and accessi-
bility of that drug was not ensured for the general 
public. Moreover, some pharmaceutical companies 
increased the prices of their medicines and got a stay 
order from the High Court to retain the increased 
prices until the matter was resolved.

DRAP’s statutory authority to regulate medicine 
prices was vehemently opposed by the pharmaceuti-
cal industry that was struggling to optimize its rev-
enues due to limited wholesale mark-ups, ranging 
a two percent (Cameron et al., 2009) to 10 percent 
(Mendis et al., 2007). It was getting practically unvi-
able for many companies including multinationals to 
market their products at the same price as approved 
in 2001. These factors also led to stock-outs of es-
sential medicine in healthcare institutions, especial-
ly public-funded hospitals. As a solution, to ensure 
the sustainability of local pharmaceutical industries 
and the accessibility of medicines, the first-ever com-
prehensive Drug Pricing Policy 2015 was introduced 
(Drug Regulatory Authority of Pakistan, 2015). This 
new policy has laid down a transparent mechanism 
for fixation and price adjustment with an objective 
to help increase the availability of drugs at rational 

prices and discourage hoarding. Moreover, DRAP 
has also devised a monitoring mechanism in coordi-
nation with the provincial health authorities working 
under the Provincial Quality Control Board to ensure 
that drugs are not sold in the market at prices high-
er than the approved range. According to this policy, 
prices of new drugs have to be fixed on the basis of  
average prices in India and Bangladesh and if  a new 
drug is not available in these countries price shall be 
fixed at the lowest level of the developing countries 
which regulate drugs prices or wholesale prices in 
UK, Australia, New Zealand. Moreover, a new con-
cept of price reduction up to 30 percent on originator 
brands has been introduced with three staggered an-
nual decrements.

Drug Pricing Policy 2015 links the annual in-
crease in medicine prices with the Consumer Price 
Index (CPI) as announced by the Pakistan Bureau of  
Statistics, Government of Pakistan, with a maximum 
cap of four percent for scheduled drugs and six per-
cent for non-scheduled drugs. For 2016, the proposed 
price increase in scheduled drugs and non-scheduled 
drugs was merely 1.43 percent and two percent re-
spectively, based on CPI. It must be noted that the 
arbitrary price hike in drugs is unlawful as per the de-
cision of the Federal Government. n
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Taking note of the irregularities in drug pricing across the 
country with complaints of profiteering and hoarding of essential 
medicines, DRAP has set up a helpline for citizens to report any 
upward price difference as well as to get information of any sort

DRAP introduces 
helpline to nab 
profiteering and hoarding 
of essential drugs

The federal drug regulator 
has announced its toll-free 

helpline: 0800-03727 for the 
masses to report any wrong-
doing by pharmacies or busi-
nessmen in drug markets in 

terms of pricing and hoarding





M
odern-day facilities like the internet 
and mobile phone have eclipsed the 
sale of  Eid cards. Widespread use of  
SMS, multi-media message (MMS), 

voice message, online chatting, etc., have replaced 
the traditional mode of  greeting Eid through cards.

SMS has become a new way of  greeting on 
festivals. People send various interesting messages 
through mobile phones to their friends and rela-
tives and wish them happy greetings. Besides, they 
also send beautiful animated pictures and decorat-
ed cards through MMS mobile facility and E-cards 
via the internet.

Since all these means of  communication are 
time as well as money-saving, people do not trou-
ble themselves to visit markets to select Eid cards 
of  their choice and mail them through post offices.

A few years back, the make-shift Eid card 
stalls were seen flooded with customers during the 
early days of  Ramazan. Now a few people both-
er to shop Eid cards, therefore, especially setting 
up stalls to sell them has also become a rare view. 
“Sale of  Eid cards has been decreasing over a pe-
riod of  time. This year it has touched the bottom,” 
said Mubashir, an owner of  a card centre.

“It seems that the people prefer modern tools of  
communication instead of  posting cards,” he said 
and added with a glum face, he would not set up 
the stall next year.

It has also been learned that 25 to 30 companies 
used to be in the business of  Eid cards until the re-
cent past but this year the number has come down 
to eight to 10.

On the other hand, the sale of  landline and mo-
bile phone cards has increased immensely as peo-
ple make frequent calls to their near and dear ones 
living within the country and abroad.

In this era of  mobile and social media connec-
tivity, where handwritten letters have become out 
of  fashion, it may be interesting to revisit how the 
trend of  wishing greetings through Eid cards came 
into practice in our region.

In the Indian subcontinent, the tradition of  
sending greeting cards on Eid started in the late 
19th century. Although many well-off  Muslim 
families over the centuries were accustomed to 
sending calligraphic and artistically decorated 
greeting messages on Eid, the popular use of  Eid 
cards and its mailing by post originated only in the 
late decades of  19th century.

The tradition of  Eid cards remained at its peak 
till the end of  the last century and diminished with 
the surge of  mobile and online communication. 
Obviously, technology had made it more afford-
able, convenient, and maybe even attractive for 
people to share their greetings.

However, the holder who had the joy of  hand-
picking, writing, sending, and then receiving Eid 
cards still feels it hard to get the same traditional 
feeling at the click of  a button.

Unlike the past when exchanging greeting cards 
was considered an essential part of  Eid in Pakistan, 
the tradition has now almost disappeared.

With the advancement in technology and the 
changing style of  communication, people now 
prefer to send impersonal, mass greetings to their 

friends and family through social media platforms 
and electronic messages instead of  investing in Eid 
cards.

“Why should I purchase Eid-cards when I can 
easily send messages to my friends on WhatsApp?” 
a resident of  Lahore Tayyab Raza told Flare. “I 
don’t think so that people of  this generation care 
about such things anymore.”

In the past, greeting cards were regarded as a 
necessary part of  Eid celebrations. With the arrival 
of  Ramazan, hundreds of  Eid card stalls would ap-
pear in all big and small bazaars, markets, and the 
outskirts of  Lahore.

A variety of  cards used to be available for the 
purpose, also included the ones that featured Is-
lamic calligraphic art, pictures of  mosques, the 
Ka’aba, and the shrine of  Prophet Muhammad 
(PBUH). That apart, cards featuring pictures of  
flowers, teddy bears, dolls, and even actors and ac-
tresses had been very popular.

The disappearance of  Eid cards not only put an 
end to the decades-old tradition of  Pakistan but, 
has also led to financial losses to those who were 
engaged with this business from printing to selling.

A publisher from Lahore’s Urdu Bazaar Mu-
hammad Riaz said that he had to shut down his 
large Eid-card printing industry.

“There were more than 100 small and large 
publishers in Lahore who printed Eid cards. It was 
a booming industry which, after facing a decline 
for many years, has now completely vanished,” 
Riaz said. “We have suffered losses worth millions 
of  rupees.”

Social activist Alina Azhar says that before 
Eid, the majority of  people used to express their 
love to their friends and family through Eid cards. 
Then people also used to anxiously wait for the Eid 
cards.

“In the past, people would make efforts to go 
to the post office and send Eid cards to their near 
and dear ones in other cities. Some people would 
even send Eid cards to their friends and relatives 
living abroad. Such a gesture of  love and care can-
not be expressed through an electronic message,” 
she said. “A section of  people had also developed 
the hobby of  collecting and saving Eid cards and 
even displaying them in their houses.”

While most people believe that the trend of  ex-
changing cards on Eid has come to an end, a res-
ident of  Defence Lahore Umm-e- Rabab opined 
that the custom is still in place, but the source has 
changed, so it should not be taken as something 
negative.

“People no longer have the time to go to Eid 
card stalls, nor do they want to stand in queues 
to post them,” she said. “Instead, on the day of  
Eid there is an additional burden on mobile phone 
networks because everyone sends Eid greetings via 
SMS or messaging applications,” she said. “People 
still make an effort to greet their friends. Also, it’s 
a more environmentally-friendly way of  greeting 
each other, so that is positive.”

Another Lahori named Waleed Ahmed point-
ed out that modern technology and smartphones 
have made the trend of  Eid inexpensive, easier, and 
more attractive for people to express their feelings.

“Still, those of  us who have enjoyed selecting, 
writing, sending, and receiving Eid cards will never 
be able to enjoy the trend of  sending an electronic 
message,” he said. n
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SMS has become a new mode of greeting on festivals. People 
send various interesting messages through mobile phones to 
their friends and relatives and wish them happy greetings. 
Besides, they also send beautiful animated pictures and 
decorated cards through MMS mobile facility and E-cards via 
the internet

Mobile phones, internet 
replace traditional 
mode of greeting Eid 
through cards

In the past, greeting cards 
were regarded as a necessary 
part of the Eid celebrations. 
With the arrival of Ramazan, 
hundreds of Eid card stalls 
would appear in all big and 
small bazaars, markets, and 

the outskirts of Lahore



P
akistan is close to taking lead in the global 
salt trade, as the local rock salt of  Khwera 
is set to be registered with international 
trade bodies.

This will prevent Indian traders to market Pa-
kistani rock salt dubbing it as Himalayan Pink 
Salt. The Federal Cabinet has recently approved 
that Pakistan Minerals Development Corporation 
(PMDC) will be the registrant agency for rock salt 
obtained from mines in the country. The PMDC 
has finalised requirements for registration of  rock 
salt with the Geographical Indications (GI) reg-
istry, under the management and control of  the 
Intellectual Property Organisationof  Pakistan 
(IPO-Pakistan). After registration with IPO-Paki-
stan, the country will file for registration at foreign 
markets.

The GI rules were formulated in January last 
in the country after they remained pending for 
around two decades meanwhile, the traders from 
neighbouring India taking advantage of  the vacu-
um, applied for GI tagging of  Basmati rice in the 
European Union, claiming that it was the agricul-
tural produce of  India.

PMDC Managing Director retired Brig M. 
Iqbal Malik said Pakistan has branded the Khewra 
salt as “Pink Rock Salt” and its specifications were 
being finalised.

“Currently, rock salt was neither a lucrative 
commodity for exports nor was Pakistan selling 
the rock salt as a commercial and industrial prod-
uct,” he said, adding: “Soon after the GI tagging 
at international markets, Pakistan will be in a po-
sition to sign long term sale contracts with buyers 
abroad.”

Incidentally the term, Himalayan Pink Salt has 
been used by traders of  India for global marketing 
of  rock salt mined from Khewra, however, after 
the trade of  non-essential items with India was 
suspended around two years back, salt exports to 
India were also suspended.

Since there is no sale policy regarding rock salt, 
most of  the rock salt was exported in rock form 
to the Middle East for exports. A Karachi-based 
salt trader Ahmed Khan said there is a very high 
global demand for rock salt, not only as table salt 
but even as a healing agent by massage centres of  
Korea and Thailand as well as for multiple indus-
trial usages.

“Most of  the salt business was in the hands 
of  small traders and investment was needed for 
packing and other value addition, but without any 
policy small traders cannot get bank loans and so 
on,” Mr Khan said, adding salt bought by Indian 
traders in UAE was re-exported in small and at-
tractive packs at a very high price to the European 
Union, United States, and even the far East, with 
labels showing that this salt was a product of  the 
Indian Himalayas.

At the same time, international marketing by 
Indian traders has had an impact too; rock salt 
of  Khewra is sold at around Rs15 – 20 per kg in 
wholesale markets of  Rawalpindi, the closest ma-

jor market from Khewra. One kilogramme (kg) 
pack of  ground salt is sold at around Rs25 in local 
markets, while the branded Khewra salt in pink 
packaging is priced at Rs70 per kg, whereas some 
companies are selling the same product in attrac-
tive salt containers valued at around Rs800- 1,000 
per kg.

Magical pink salt is extracted from Khewra 
Salt Mines located in the North of  Pind Dadan 

Khan, an administrative sub-division of  Jhelum 
district Punjab. Pakistan has been exporting this 
salt in the form of  raw material to India just at the 
price of  around Rs 7.5 per kg while India in turn, 
is exporting the same pink salt under the name 
of  Himalayan Pink Salt to Europe, the USA and, 
many others countries at a price as high as $50 per 
kg.

Recently, India imposed taxes on all the prod-
ucts imported from Pakistan except salt. Salt is the 
main requirement in India and the more expensive 
item as compared to it is in Pakistan.

To teach India a lesson, the economists and 
people are demanding that Pakistan should stop 
export salt to India as the salt we get from Khewra 
mines is a prime requirement of  India.

Pakistani salt is an important ingredient in the 
food prepared in India. Salt prices are much high-
er in India as India does not have any salt mines. 
So India solely depends on Pakistan to meet its 
salt needs.

In 1947, India had made an agreement with 
Pakistan according to which, Pakistan was to sup-

ply salt to India regardless of  peace and war and 
the same would not be halted.

In return, India had agreed that it will not stop 
Pakistan’s water from its side to Pakistan.  But In-
dia blocked Pakistan’s water by building dams on 
the rivers, committing a blatant violation of  the 
agreement.

Since Pakistan had desired peace with India, 
so it continued to provide salt to its neighbouring 
country that badly wanted this commodity to meet 
its household and industrial needs. 

Interestingly, India sells the same salt of  Khe-
wra mine with its own name to other countries.

India also sold out the Pakistani salt to Isra-
el, which packed and sold the same in the whole 
world. Branding the Paksitani salt as ‘Himalayan 
salt’ India has been earning billions of  dollars 
while Pakistan only a few crores. 

There is an urgent need that the PTI govern-
ment should take initiative and immediately stop 
pink salt export to India so that the country could 
itself  earn the much-needed forex and give a boost 
to its industry. n

This will prevent Indian traders to market Pakistani rock 
salt dubbing it as Himalayan Pink Salt. The Federal Cabinet 
recently has approved that Pakistan Minerals Development 
Corporation (PMDC) will be the registrant agency for rock 
salt obtained from mines in the country

Khewra salt set to 
be registered with 
international trade 
bodies

Magical pink salt is extract-
ed from Khewra Salt Mines 
located in the North of Pind 
Dadan Khan, an administra-
tive sub-division of Jhelum 

district Punjab
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B
lessed with diverse climatic zones, Paki-
stan produces high-quality agricultural 
commodities and a variety of  fruits in 
abundance. Citrus fruit, in terms of  area, 

is the second in the world and Pakistan is among 
the first 15 sour fruit producing countries. 

Kinnow, a variety of  citrus fruit, has a unique 
taste as well as nutritional and medicinal properties 
for containing vitamin C, sugar, iron, manganese, 
zinc, and copper. Health experts say kinnow juice 
produces clean blood; boosts the immune system; 
strengthens the stomach and liver, and is very useful 
in controlling heart diseases.

According to a recent report on kinnow yield, 
Brazil produces an average of  16.713 million tons 
annually, the highest share (22.16 percent) in kin-
now production worldwide. Similarly, China pro-
duces 9.103 million tons thus forming 12.07 per-
cent of  global yield, while Pakistan has 2.11 percent 
share by producing 2.5 million tons.

Sargodha, a division of  Punjab, has the distinc-
tion in the production of  kinnow having great taste 
and delicacy. According to an estimate, Sargodha 
produces 96 percent of  the total production of  kin-
now in the country and its orchards span over mil-
lions of  acres of  land. This fruit product not only 
caters to the nutritional and employment needs of  
thousands of  people in the country but also helps 
earn foreign exchange through its exports. The 
economy of  Sargodha and Bhalwal areas heav-
ily depends on kinnow cultivation and there are 
around 250 kinnow processing centers in that part 
where over 250,000 people work. Sargodha, Fais-
alabad, Sahiwal, and Layyah are also important 
districts in terms of  kinnow cultivation. Kinnow is 
also cultivated in Sukkur, Nawabshah, and Khair-
pur districts of  Sindh province; Peshawar, Mardan, 
Swat, Hazara, Nowshera, and Swabi in Khyber Pa-
khtunkhwa. In Balochistan, it is cultivated in Sibi, 

Makran, and Kech areas. Although it is an import-
ant crop, yet like many others, it is also vulnerable 
to the effect of  climate change. According to agron-
omists, most of  the kinnow orchards have reached 
their natural age. The local growers do not have 
adequate knowledge of  cultivating new varieties of  
kinnow and this tendency is likely to squeeze kin-
now yield and exports in the future. Therefore spe-
cial attention needed for research and development 
to improve the quality and production of  kinnow.

Access to international markets had been a chal-
lenge for Pakistani growers over the decades, but 
with the start of  CPEC, (China-Pakistan Economic 
Corridor) it is hoped that our fruits and vegetables 
would have easy access to China and other world 
markets. Pakistani kinnow growers are eagerly 
waiting to take full advantage of  this opportunity to 
increase their exports.

Citrus Research Institute’s Director Muham-
mad Nawaz Khan Mekan says that the Institute 
was guiding the farmer community across Punjab 
and making all-out efforts to improve citrus yield. 
“The Citrus Research Institute is providing all nec-
essary guidance to the growers including horticul-
ture, soil preparation, prevention of  diseases and 
better yields.”

He said, “since kinnow is a unique and standard 
fruit in terms of  its taste as compared to other citrus 
varieties, it is being cultivated in more area. So far 
our agricultural scientists have developed about 10 
different varieties of  citrus and got them registered.” 
He said kinnow was also cultivated in Pothohar and 
Southern Punjab districts of  Bhakkar, Layyah, DG 

Khan, and Mankera, etc. At present, its cultivation 
area is over 500,000 acres in Punjab, out of  which, 
250,000 acres alone belong to Sargodha and adja-
cent areas. 

Mekan said that Pakistan produced 2.5 million 
tons of  Kinnow every year and export it to 50 coun-
tries including Russia, Ukraine, Indonesia, Sri Lan-
ka, Philippines, Gulf  States, United Arab Emirates, 
Iran, Saudi Arabia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. 
Among these countries, Russia is the major buy-
er of  Pakistani kinnow. He said Pakistan earned 
around $ 400 million by exporting 15 to 20 percent 
of  its total production of  citrus fruit.

A local grower, Muhammad Asif  said that a 
better variety of  kinnow and better soil fertility 
were inevitable to get a bumper crop. “Growers 
must have complete knowledge about the crop be-
fore going for planting kinnow orchards.”

He said the government is providing all possible 
guidance to kinnow growers and ‘we are reaping 
better benefits by following its guidance. “If  the 
government continues with subsidies and facilities 
for kinnow farmers, they can earn more foreign ex-
change through increased kinnow export.”

Convener of  Lahore Chamber of  Commerce’s 

Standing Committee on Fruits and Vegetables, 
Ahmad Ramzan urged the government to remove 
bottlenecks in the export of  kinnow. He called for 
decreasing shipping charges, and the certification 
fee of  The Department of  Plant Protection, besides 
formulating an appropriate policy for cargo load-
ing and unloading to minimize product damage.

Being an agricultural country Pakistan has vast 
potential to produce export quality fruits and veg-
etables that can help enhance exports, earn more 
foreign exchange and minimize the trade and 
current account deficits. Promotion of  this sector 
would also help the local people in earning more 
and improving their living standard.

With proper training and data access channels, 
cultivators can improve the quality of  their product 
through different techniques, leading towards the 
development and extension of  the citrus industry 
in Pakistan. There is an enormous potential for the 
country to establish improved domestic and inter-
national supply chains for the citrus industry with 
developed infrastructure and transportation sys-
tems. A few simple policy changes can enable Pa-
kistan to tap into the massive potential of  kinnow 
exports. n
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Sargodha, a division of Punjab, has a distinction in the 
production of kinnow having great taste and delicacy. 
According to an estimate, Sargodha produces 96 percent of 
the total production of kinnow in the country, and orchards 
in this district span over millions of acres of land

Citrus fruit kinnow 
export a significant 
source of foreign 
exchange revenue

Kinnow, a variety of citrus 
fruit, has a unique taste as 

well as nutritional and 
medicinal properties for 

containing vitamin C, sugar, 
iron, manganese, zinc, and 

copper
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M
asks should be used as part of  a 
comprehensive strategic measure 
to control the transmission of  the 
Covid-19 and save lives but the use 

of  a mask alone is not sufficient to provide an ad-
equate level of  protection against COVID-19.

With masks becoming a necessity for everyone 
majority of  the local fashion brands and street 
vendors in the country have started to use their 
skills to make protective ‘face masks’ to attract 
customers during the ongoing corona pandemic.

A variety of  softer, washable, and triple-layer 
designer face masks collection is available at all 
leading apparel outlets while the local street ven-
dors at the same time, are also doing a booming 
facemask business as the demand of  this protec-
tive commodity has arisen much.

Amid coronavirus scare across the world, 
people are running to street hawkers and fashion 
brands to buy face masks. The increasing number 
of  cases in the third wave of  Coronavirus has also 
increased the demand for facemasks.

According to street vendors, as the pandemic 
has rendered many jobless, people have found an 
alternate form of  income in mask making. The 

relative simplicity in fabricating masks has en-
couraged many to try their hand in the mask mar-
ket. Vendors selling masks are another addition to 
the ever-growing tribe of  roadside business, said a 
vendor sitting in the Capital market.

Surgical masks can be worn just once but it’s 
better to wear cotton masks as they can be washed 
and reused, said a fashion designer.

“We promote cloth masks, as they are safe for 
us and for the climate,” he added.

A citizen commented mostly the youngsters 
prefer colourful and trendy designs in masks in-
stead of  morbid or dull ones.

Our customers prefer different colours that 
suit and match with their outfits, especially with 
gowns,” says Nadia another fashion designer.

“No doubt wearing masks has become a part 
of  our attire but that does not mean they can-
not be fashionable, said a girl, adding, ever since 
masks became a part of  our life, I have been look-
ing for some quirky patterns of  mask that match 
my casual and ethnic outfits.” 

In fact, for my day-to-day engagements, I have 
specially designed masks to match the outfits,” 
said a 30-year of  lady who stitches fashionable 

masks at home.
Health experts also said that face masks of-

fer limited protection against the virus while it is 
generally impracticable for people to wear larger 
respirator masks that genuinely cater to the need.

The Lahore administration has warned citi-
zens they may face a jail term of  up to six months 
if  they continued to flout safety precautions and 
neglected mandatory mask-wearing.

The move followed a worryingly high rise in 
Covid positivity rate in the provincial Metropolis, 
where it has now shot up to 18 percent.

A meeting held under the chairmanship of  the 
Lahore police chief  and Commissioner Lahore 
Muhammad Usman discussed the Covid-19 situa-
tion and took important decisions.

The Commissioner ordered the concerned de-
partments for ensuring strict implementation of  
the mask-wearing rule. He said those who did not 
wear masks would be put behind the bars for a 
term up to six months.

The Commissioner warned that violators 
will be booked on the charges of  not wearing the 
masks and this order will come into effect imme-
diately.

Usman said that in order to ensure complete 
implementation of  the order the City administra-
tion, officials, and the police will routinely patrol 
the streets and take stern action against those who 
would be found not wearing the mask.

Separately, Capital City Police Officer 
(CCPO) Lahore Ghulam Mehmood Dogar or-
dered the police to ensure the implementation of  
all government guidelines, especially in marriage 
halls and public places, prescribed for preventing 

the Covid-19 spread. In this regard, the Lahore 
Chief  Traffic Officer (CTO) has also ordered to 
impound the vehicles wherein travellers are not 
wearing masks.

“Citizens must ensure they wear a mask before 
leaving the home,” he said.

He ordered all traffic police on the roads to is-
sue warnings to motorcycle and rickshaw drivers 
if  found not wearing a mask.

Putting facemasks alone is not sufficient to 
protect from Covid-19. Social distancing is the 
golden standard in the Covid-19 prevention mea-
sures, along with washing hands regularly.

However, it is understandable that there are 
certain situations where maintaining social dis-
tancing becomes difficult. In the scenarios masks 
work well. So if  one gets into such like situation, 
one should immediately put on the mask, even 
double of  it, as added protection. When attending 
a big event or travelling on public transport we 
strongly advise you not to forget to wear a mask 
particularly entering/exiting the transport or 
moving through its sections people are gathered.

The best face mask is a single-use surgical 
mask, which is available at pharmacies. If  you are 
unable to get a surgical mask, any paper or cloth 
masks can serve the purpose. The most effective 
cloth masks are made up of  at least three layers.

Safety is the main concern in the current situ-
ation so why not we use safety as a fashion also 
these days. Some famous brands in the country 
have launched printed facemask fashion. They 
said it is the best choice for kids and youngsters to 
go out with adorable mask fashion. All these face-
masks are available in stylish printed designs as 
Pak flag, TikTok, Google, showbiz icons, cartoon 
characters for kids, and pinkish for girls. n
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The best face mask is a single-use surgical mask– you can 
purchase these at pharmacies. If you are unable to get 
a surgical mask, any paper or cloth mask can serve the 
purpose. The most effective cloth masks are made up of 
at least three layers

Face masks turn into 
booming business 
during pandemic

Safety is the main concern in 
the current situation, so why 

not use safety also as a 
fashion these days. Some 

popular brands in the country 
have launched printed 

facemask fashion



T
op crude exporter Saudi Arabia unveiled 
a sweeping campaign to tackle climate 
change and reduce carbon emissions, in-
cluding a plan to plant billions of trees in 

the coming decades. The OPEC’s leading country 
seems an unlikely champion of clean energy, but the 
“Saudi Green Initiative” aims to reduce emissions 
by generating half  of its energy from renewables by 
2030, Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin 
Abdulaziz said. Saudi Arabia also plans to plant 10 
billion trees in the kingdom in the coming decades, 
the Crown Prince said in a statement released by the 
official SPA news agency. Riyadh also thinking to 
work with other Arab states on a “Middle East Green 
Initiative” to plant an additional 40 billion trees, in 
what would be the world’s largest reforestation pro-
gramme, he added. “The kingdom, the region, and 
the world need to go much further and faster in com-
batting climate change,” Prince Mohammed said.

“We reject the false choice between preserving the 
economy and protecting the environment.”

Some $13 billion is lost annually due to sand 
storms in the region, while pollution from green-
house gases has reduced average Saudi life expectan-
cy by 1.5 years, he added.

Meanwhile, Saudi Ambassador Nawaf bin Saeed 
Al-Maliki called on Prime Minister’s Special Assis-
tant on Climate Change Malik Amin Aslam and ex-
pressed interest to learn from Pakistan’s various green 
initiatives launched under Prime Minister Imran 
Khan’s vision for Clean-Green Pakistan.

“The exchange of views focused on bilateral co-
operation and joint working for the implementation 
of the present Saudi government’s various green 
initiatives including 10 Billion Tree Plantation Pro-
gramme and Ecosystem Restoration Initiative,” Cli-
mate Change Ministry media spokesperson Muham-
mad Saleem Shaikh said in a press statement on the 
bilateral meeting held at the climate change ministry.

“Both sides agreed and expressed firm resolve 
to further strengthen the strong, longstanding Paki-
stan-Saudi Arabia fraternal ties through jointly work-
ing towards Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin 
Salman’s vision of green and climate-resilient United 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia through cooperation and 
collaboration,” it added.

The Saudi envoy told PM’s aide Malik Amin 
Aslam that Saudi government is highly appreciative 
of the inspiring vision of Prime Minister Imran Khan 
and impressed with the Clean-Green Pakistan pro-
gramme and various green projects initiated in view 
of the PM outlook, especially one of the world’s larg-
est and the most ambitious 10-Billion Tree Tsunami 
Plantation (TBTTP) project, Ecosystem Restoration 
Initiative for promotion of nature-based solutions, 
Protected Areas Initiative for conservation and pro-
tection of the environmentally-sensitive and biodiver-
sity-rich wildlife areas.

During the meeting, the Saudi envoy extended 
an offer on behalf  of the Saudi government to sign 
a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the 
Climate Change Ministry for enhanced bilateral col-
laboration in environmental, climate change, renew-
able energy, and forestry sectors for promoting Paki-
stan’s green initiatives in Saudi Arabia, the PM’s aide 
said. “We are very much honoured to receive the offer 
for signing the agreement with the Saudi government 
for extending bilateral brotherly ties in the forestry, 
environment, ecosystem restoration, renewable ener-
gy, water conservation, and rainwater harvesting and 
will definitely sign the MoU after a go-ahead from 
the Prime Minister Imran Khan,” said Malik Amin 
Aslam. Explaining about the Saudi government’s of-
fer, the PM’s aide said that the Saudi envoy conveyed 
that the Saudi government was interested to work 
with the Climate Change Ministry particularly in ar-
eas of Pakistan’s recently launched Olive Tree Tsu-
nami Initiative and National Apiculture Programme, 
and intends to replicate the initiatives in Saudi Ara-
bia’s various areas.

Malik Amin Aslam also asked the Saudi ambas-
sador Nawaf bin Saeed Al-Maliki to send a techni-
cal team to visit the areas of the country, where var-
ious green initiatives are being implemented by the 
Climate Change Ministry in collaboration with the 
provincial governments, which could then, enable 

the technical team to help Saudi government to effec-
tively design its own green initiatives and implement 
them in partnership with local communities. 

While spelling out details of Pakistan’s green 
projects being implemented under the environmental 
leadership of PM Imran Khan, the PM’s aide Ma-
lik Amin Aslam told the Saudi Ambassador that the 
Climate Change Ministry was implementing several 
world-acclaimed flagship programmes and projects 
in technical support with the international UN or-

ganisations, including UNDP and UN Food and Ag-
riculture Organisation and the World Bank. 

The world’s largest afforestation programme of  
10-Billion Tree Tsunami Plantation, Clean-Green Pa-
kistan Programme, National Apiculture Programme, 
National Olive Tree Tsunami Project, Ecosystem 
Restoration Initiative, and Protected Areas Initiative 
is now being implemented successfully in consulta-
tion and coordination with the international organi-

zations to achieve environmental sustainability and 
climate resilience through initiative, he elaborated. 
He further informed the Ambassador that another 
ambitious Protected Areas Initiative (PAI) launched 
last year under the umbrella programme ‘Green Pa-
kistan’ aims at the conservation and promotion of  
nature-based solutions and creation of additional 
5,000 green jobs for community members in the pro-
tected areas. “The ambitious PAI primarily was be-
ing implemented at a full-throttled pace to boost the 
country’s protected areas cover from 13 percent to 15 
percent by 2023 and create 5,000 green jobs across 
the country,” Malik Amin Aslam explained. While 
lauding further, the Saudi ambassador said the PM 
Imran Khan-led government’s post-Covid-19 green 
economic recovery initiative named Green Stimulus 
Initiative for creation of green jobs for those rendered 
jobless after the COVID-19 pandemic since March 
2020, afforestation and nature conservation, as well 
as protection programmes are something marvel-
ous and the Saudi government wishes to learn from 
and replicate them in the country to boost resilience 
against adverse fallouts of climate change on health, 
education, water, energy, agriculture, food security, 
and energy sectors.

“Meanwhile, both the sides strongly pledged to 
collaborate on all fronts towards combating dele-
terious aftermaths of the global health crisis of the 
Covid-19 pandemic and global warming on various 
socioeconomic sectors of both the brotherly Islamic 
countries,” said the Climate Change Ministry spokes-
person Saleem Shaikh. n

The Saudi envoy told PM’s aide Malik Amin Aslam that the 
Saudi government was highly appreciative of the inspiring 
vision of Prime Minister Imran Khan and impressed with 
Clean-Green Pakistan programme, and various green 
projects initiated in view of the PM outlook, especially one 
of the world’s largest and the most ambitious 10-Billion 
Tree Tsunami Plantation (TBTTP) project

Pakistan to help 
Kingdom for “Saudi 
Green Initiative”

Some $13 billion is lost 
annually due to sand storms 
in the region, while pollution 
from greenhouse gases has 
reduced average Saudi life 

expectancy by 1.5 years
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E
fforts to create awareness about the harm-
ful effects of  e-cigarette need to be expedit-
ed to save people from the health hazards 
resulting from the growing trend said aca-

demicians and experts while sharing their views with 
the participants of  the webinar ‘e-cigarettes – myths, 
realities, and the policy, way forward in Pakistan’ or-
ganised by the Sustainable Development Policy In-
stitute (SDPI) recently.

While highlighting various aspects of  the issue, 
Dr. Javid Ahmed Khan of  Agha Khan University 
said that more than thirty countries have already 
banned e-cigarette. He said that nicotine is a gateway 
drug that greatly hampers the development of  the 
brain, especially in people of  growing age. 

The advertisement of  e-cigarette must be banned 
as well as its use in public spaces, he suggested. 

Khurram Hashmi, representing the Union Pa-
kistan, informed the participants that the union is 
actively campaigning against unconventional e-cig-
arette and raising awareness about its negative impli-
cations for the health and environment. Referring to 
experts he said, such products are equally harmful to 
health, especially lungs and heart therefore through 
new legislation e-cigarette should be clubbed with 
regular cigarettes to curb the spread of  its use with 
equal force. 

Technical Advisor Bloomberg Project, SDPI, 
Waseem Janjua earlier said that e-cigarette compa-
nies spent $ one billion annually on advertisements 

of  their product worldwide. He opined that e-ciga-
rette contains more hazardous contents than the nor-
mal cigarette, but it is unfortunate that in Pakistan 
e-cigarette is openly sold at grocery stores in posh 
localities. Muhammad Sabir, Principal Economist at 
Social Policy Centre, was of  the view that more ev-
idence-based data is needed to determine the actual 
ratio of  its use and thus, e-liquid or e-cigarette prod-

ucts could be categorised with the conventional cig-
arettes in the tax net. He also suggested conducting 
a specialized survey to determine the actual import 
share of  e-liquids in Pakistan.  

Head of  Centre for Health Policy and Innovation, 
SDPI, Syed Ali Wasif  Naqvi, while moderating the 
webinar, said that in the 21st century, the e-cigarette 
has been in use as an Alternate Nicotine Delivery 
Systems, but actually, they serve as the next genera-
tion tobacco products. He added that the economy 

of e-cigarette is expected to touch $30 billion globally 
by 2022. He proposed an immediate policy interven-
tion in the field of  e-cigarettes while evaluating its 
health hazards as well as loss to the national exche-
quer as to tax collection from it.

On the other hand, the global “E-cigarettes and 
Vaping Market” report delivers key insights into up-
coming as well as future opportunities, pricing struc-
ture, and revenue growth analysis of  the industry. The 
report provides current and future market scenarios 
with the latest technological innovations and trends 
overview based on the historic data. The E-cigarettes 
and Vaping Market report highly demonstrates the 
business tactics, market segments, and geographical 
expansion including the competitive landscape of  
global players. The E-cigarettes and Vaping Market 
forecast analysis report also covers Covid-19 impact 
on various regions and major countries with their fu-
ture deployment and manufacturing cost structure.

The e-cigarette is a kind of  electronic product 
that imitates cigarette. It has the same appearance, 
smoke, taste, and feeling like a regular cigarette. It 
is a kind of  product that can be inhaled by users 
after nicotine is turned into steam by means of  at-
omization. The electronic cigarette is composed of  
an atomizer, a control chip, and a battery. When 
the electronic cigarette is working, the liquid of  the 
electronic cigarette is transferred to the atomization 
room, and then connected through the smoking air 
switch, and then the control chip (lithium battery 
drive) controls the heating of  the atomization room 
to generate the vapor fog simulating the smoke, so as 
to meet the pleasure of  smokers and the psychologi-
cal habits developed for many years.

There are two main types of  e-cigarettes and va-
ping products: with and without the display screen. 
Among them, the largest proportion is using with-
out the display screen. In 2019, the market share is 
about 87 percent, accounting for more than half  of  
the total market. North America is the main sales 
area, accounting for about 42 percent of  the global 
total sales. In the US market, e-cigarettes are mainly 
occupied by large manufacturers affiliated with large 
multinational tobacco companies. Altria GroupãIm-
perial TobaccoãReynoldsAmericanãJapan Tobacco 
Inc and other well-known multinational tobacco 
companies have set up e-cigarette field, accounting 
for about 70-80 percent of  the market space.

The global e-cigarettes and vaping market was 
valued at US$ 7306.3 million in 2019 and is expect-
ed to reach US$ 1386.9 million by the end of  2026, 
growing at a CAGR of -12.5 percent during the fore-
cast period 2021-2027. The e-cigarettes and vaping 
market report present a breakdown of Industry based 
on type, applications, and research regions. Growth 
strategies adopted by these companies are studied in 
detail in the report. The report also includes several 
valuable information on the e-cigarettes and vaping 
market, derived from various industrial sources. The 
E-cigarettes and Vapinvg Market report also studies 
the manufacturing cost structure and presents the 
various details such as raw material, overall produc-
tion process, and the industry chain structure.

A thorough evaluation of  the restrains includ-
ed in the report portrays the contrast to drivers and 
gives room for strategic planning. Factors that over-
shadow the market growth are pivotal as they can 
be understood to devise different bends for getting 
hold of  the lucrative opportunities that are present in 
the ever-growing market. Additionally, insights into 
market expert’s opinions have been taken to under-
stand the market better. n
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While highlighting various aspects of the issue, Dr. Javid 
Ahmed Khan of Agha Khan University said that more than 
thirty countries have already banned e-cigarette. Nicotine 
is a gateway drug that greatly hampers the development of 
the brain, especially in people of growing age, he observed.

Growing use of 
e-cigarette creates 
health hazards

The e-cigarette has been in 
use as an Alternate Nicotine 

Delivery Systems but 
actually, they serve as the 
next generation tobacco 

products





N
ow, most Chi-
nese people 
favour man-
goes imported 

from some Southeast Asian 
countries in supermarkets 
because mangoes from 
South Asia are plump and 
eye-catching. On March 30, 
Trade Development Au-
thority of  Pakistan (TDAP), 
Pakistan Consulate General 
in Shanghai, and China`s 
Hongqiao Import Com-
modity Exhibition and 
Trading Center jointly orga-
nized an online seminar. 

Taking the opportunity 
of  China International Im-
port Expo 2021, Pakistani 
mangoes are expected to 
enter the Chinese market 
on a large scale this sum-
mer. Last year, Pakistan 
held mango-tasting event in 
Shanghai and the feedback 
from the Chinese consum-
ers was very encouraging.

Cheng Xizhong, Vis-
iting Professor at South-
west University of  Political 
Science and Law, Senior 
Fellow of the Charhar In-
stitute, and former Defense 
Attache in South Asian 
countries said in an article 
published in CEN. In South 
Asia mangoes in India are 
big and beautiful, while 
mangoes in Nepal are small 
and not very nice looking. 
There is a kind of  mango 
in Pakistan that looks like 
an egg. It’s round in shape 
and very tasty. ”I call it “egg 
mango”. During my stay 
in South Asian countries, 
I tasted mangoes from all 
over the region, and I re-
alised that the taste of  the 
“egg mango” was the best” 
writes Prof. Cheng.

Pakistan is the 
third-largest mango export-
er in the world, and mango 
is known as the “King of  
Fruits” in Pakistan. The 
soil and weather condition 
in Pakistan is particularly 
suitable for the growth of  
high-quality mangoes that 
can be available in the mar-
kets for five to six months every year. Mango is also 
the main export fruit of  Pakistan. In 2018, Pakistan’s 
mango production reached 1.9 million tons, ranking 
sixth in the world.

In May 2001, then Chinese Prime Minister Zhu 
Rongji visited Pakistan. He received all the Chinese 
Embassy staff, and in his kind and humorous teach-
ings in speech, he specially recommended Pakistan’s 
“egg mango”.

This year marks the 70th anniversary of  the es-
tablishment of  diplomatic relations between China 
and Pakistan. The Chinese people are eagerly look-
ing forward to mangoes from Pakistan in this mango 
ripening season. In the 19th century Mirza Ghalib, 
the great Urdu/Persian poet, immortalized the man-
go in his beautiful verses, describing it as the “king 
of  fruits” and extolling its qualities such as ‘exotic 
aroma’ and “honey-sweetness.” Mangoes grace the 
feasts of  everyone, the rich or the poor.

Mangoes are not only Pakistan’s national fruit, 
they are also part of  our culture, a networking tool, 
an instrument of  social bonds, and a diplomatic em-
issary worthy of  being gifted to dignitaries all over 
the world. At this time of  the year, the renowned 

Chaunsa variety made the advent in the Saudi King-
dom, after the Sindhari, which ripens earlier. They 
are just two of  1595 known varieties of  mangoes. 
Other commercially produced varieties in Pakistan 
include Langra, Dasehri, Anwar Rathor, Samar 
Bahisht, and Desi. The Chaunsa mango is known 
as one of  the best in the world. It is now cultivated 

in a number of  parts of  the 
world, but its origin is Ra-
him Yar Khan and Multan 
in Punjab. It is extra-ordi-
nary sweet, with a wonder-
ful fragrance, and has deli-
cious, soft, succulent flesh 
with the least fiber. From 
the outside it might not 
look like a thing of  beau-
ty — it usually has a pale, 
matte-yellow appearance — 
but inside the thin peel lies 
a delight waiting to be dis-
covered. While the Chaun-
sa is considered by many as 
the best mango, any Paki-
stani variety tastes sublime. 
It is also a very versatile 
fruit. Eaten with a paratha 
makes for a complete meal. 
A mango lassi (curd shake) 
in the morning provides 
an energy boost that helps 
see you through the day. A 
mango salad for lunch and 
another lassi in place of  af-
ternoon tea will pep you up 
if  you start to flag. Mangoes 
are also used in ice-creams, 
squashes, juices, chutneys, 
pickles, puree and are sold 
sliced in syrups.

You don’t have to travel 
all the way to Pakistan to 
enjoy Pakistani mangoes; 
they are readily available 
in most food stores in the 
Kingdom. Pakistan produc-
es nearly a million metric 
tonnes of  mangoes a year 
and ranks as the fourth-larg-
est exporter in the global 
market. Pakistani mangoes 
are primarily consumed in 
the ethnic (Asian) consum-
er segment, but there is a 
growing trend of  exports 
to North America and Eu-
rope, premium import mar-
kets with a 62 percent share 
in global mango imports.

The export potential of  
mangoes continues to grow, 
thanks to improvements in 
the cultivation, harvesting, 
packing, and marketing pro-
cesses.

Export of  mangoes to 
Arab countries stood at 41 
percent of  the country’s 
overall export of  the fruit, 

during the current season in 2020, adding that the 
country sold more mangoes in the international mar-
ket during the current season than expected and sur-
passed its target by 56 percent despite the COVID-19 
constraints. “During the current season, mango ex-
port increased by 45,000 tons to 125,000 tons mainly 
due to our aggressive marketing. The country has 
earned $72 million in revenue despite several chal-
lenges arising out of  the COVID-19 pandemic,” 
Waheed Ahmed, patron-in-chief  of  the All Pakistan 
Fruit and Vegetable Exporters, Importers and Mer-
chants Association (PFVA), told Arab News.

Pakistani exporters had set a target of  selling 
80,000 tons of  mangoes in the international market 
during the current season after the coronavirus out-
break that resulted in global lockdowns and travel 
suspensions. They are now confident, however, that 
the overall mango export would reach 150,000 tons 
since they are hoping to sell an additional 25,000 
tons during the next one and a half  months.

Mango season starts in May and lasts till the 
end of  October, but Pakistani mangoes reached the 
Arab lands in June last year due to the coronavirus 
pandemic. n
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In South Asia mangoes in India are large and beautiful, 
while mangoes in Nepal are small and not very nice 

looking. There is a kind of mango in Pakistan that looks 
like an egg. It’s round in shape and very tasty. I call it “egg 
mango”. During my stay in South Asian countries, I tasted 
mangoes from all over the region, and I realized that the 

taste of the “egg mango” was the best

King of Fruits Mango 
to capture Chinese 
market after world

Pakistan is the third-largest 
mango exporter in the world, 
and mango is known as the 
“King of Fruits” in Pakistan. 
The soil and weather condi-
tion in Pakistan is particular-
ly suitable for the growth of 

high-quality mangoes, that are 
available in the markets for 

five to six months every year



T
here’s a change afoot in the cafés of  Ri-
yadh. Once space, where men would 
idly scroll through their phones on lunch 
breaks, the coffee shops that line the main 

avenues of  Saudi Arabia’s capital city are buzzing 
with anxious conversation. Young men and wom-
en crowd around any space with a working Wi-Fi 
connection, staring at the cold blue of  their laptop 
screens into the early hours of  the night, all in the 
pursuit of  the hot new thing in the Kingdom: start-
ups.  “There is a sociological shift here,” said Mo-
hammad Alshahrani, an advisor for a Saudi fintech 
firm with a startup of  his own. “Tech has changed 
the way that young people are thinking about mon-
ey,” he said. “It’s not just about making money 
anymore — it’s about making money in a way that 
people perceive as impactful and smart.” Alshahra-
ni said Saudi’s cafés are brimming with young and 
often wealthy founders. “You can see it from their 
cars; they’re driving to the cafés in [a] Porsche,” he 
said. For young Saudis with money, the appeal is 
less about the fabled and lucrative exit: there is new 
respectability to “tech.” “It’s hip, it’s young, it’s the 
cool thing to do,” said Alshahrani. 

In the last five years, Saudi Arabia’s tech scene 
has seen a dramatic transformation. The Saudi gov-
ernment is pumping huge amounts of  capital into 
the industry and luring foreign investors in a bid 
to become the new economic hub of  the Middle 
East. Crown Prince Muhammed bin Salman, MBS 
for short, a ‘controversial reformist’ and son of  the 
country’s leader, King Salman, is aiming to spend 
over seven trillion dollars within the next 10 years 
across the public and private sector to diversify its 
economy away from oil. And his plan seems to be 
working: in the last year, Google signed a $10 billion 
agreement with oil giant Aramco; Amazon— de-
spite the tense relationship between CEO Jeff  Bezos 
and the Crown Prince — committed to adding 1,500 
new Saudi employees and 11 new buildings in the 
country; and Huawei is set to open its largest flag-
ship outside of  China in Riyadh. While the number 
of  startup deals dropped across the Middle East and 
North Africa in the midst of  Covid-19, funding for 
Saudi ventures grew by 102percent. 

The growing social cachet attached to the tech 
industry is a trend that can be attributed, in part, to 
Crown Prince Muhammed bin Salman’s own fasci-
nation with Silicon Valley. In 2016, shortly after the 
Crown Prince rose to power, the Saudi Arabian gov-
ernment wire transferred $3.5 billion to Uber, mak-
ing it the largest investment from a foreign govern-
ment to a venture-backed startup to date. In 2018, 
MBS made an extended pit stop in Silicon Valley 
during his U.S. tour, a high-stakes trip for a country 
intent on demonstrating to the world that the once 
conservative kingdom is being successfully refash-
ioned into a modern, forward-looking nation. Pho-
tos of  MBS laughing with Mark Zuckerburg were 
plastered on every newspaper in Saudi Arabia, as 
were scenes of  his tour of  the Apple Park with Tim 

Cook.  “When MBS went on and invested in Uber 
and SoftBank Vision Fund publicly, these were big 
moves; they were visionary moves,” said Moham-
med Aldhalaan, CEO and founder of  a Saudi ed-
tech company called Noon Academy. “They were 
telling everyone look, the highest authority in the 
country believes in startups, believes in technologi-
cal transformation — and that had a huge impact on 
the country,” he said. “There’s no doubt about it.”

Since the crown prince’s historic trip to Big 
Tech’s capital, the government has pumped billions 
into stimulating a tech ecosystem in the country: 
earlier this year, Saudi Arabia announced that its 
sovereign wealth fund would double in size, to ex-
ceed $1.1 trillion in assets under management by 
2025.

The top-down encouragement has changed the 
fates of  Saudi founders like Aldhalaan. For three 
years, he and his co-founder Aziz Alsaeed worked 
nights to launch their test-prep site, funneling the 
entirety of  their savings into it. In 2016, when Ald-
halaan quit his day job and began working on Noon 
Academy full time, his friends and family had one 
question: “Why don’t you look for a real job?”

Today, Noon Academy is the fastest growing ed-
tech company in the Middle East and North Africa 
and has become the archetype for homegrown Saudi 
startups. With over seven million registered students 
from Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, India, and Pakistan, 
Noon Academy has become a high-profile player in 
the Kingdom’s nascent tech scene. Last year, the ed-
tech venture secured $13 million in a bridge funding 
round, one of  the highest of  any Saudi startup.

Aldhalaan observed the sudden change in atti-
tudes in his own family too. “Typically, the fathers 
would always say become doctors or engineers,” he 
explained. “Now, my father is pushing my brothers 
— and even my sisters as well — to join startups.”

But Noon Academy was only able to get its first 
significant investors, including Careem co-founder 
Abdulla Elyas, after 2017. “If  you compare today 
against five years ago, it’s a whole other world,” said 
Ammar Alkhouli, an investment analyst at Saudi 
Technology Ventures, the largest technology VC 
fund in the Middle East. “The development was ex-
tremely rapid, extremely quick; so what you’re see-
ing today is a large influx of  capital in the market, 
meaning there’s also a lot more startups than when 
we first started.” In 2020 alone, the country raised a 
record of  $152 million in VC funding, with a 55per-
cent increase in total funding from the Middle East 
and North Africa deployed to Saudi startups. 

Alongside government initiatives to boost the 
startup scene, Saudi Arabia has rolled out a suite of  
digital apps in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Government-run apps like the live location-tracking 
app Tawakkalna, which acts as a health passport for 
Saudis entering public spaces, is mandatory for ev-
ery person living in the country. “Everyone can feel 
it; it’s a huge transformation,” Aldhalaan reflected. 
“Tech companies are now in every house.”  n

Young men and women crowd around any space with a working Wi-Fi connection, staring 
at the cold blue of their laptop screens into the early hours of the night, all in the pursuit of 
the hot new thing in the Kingdom: startups

In MBS’s Saudi Arabia, tech, not 
oil, is the hot new thing

Alongside government 
initiatives to boost the 

startup scene, Saudi Arabia 
has rolled out a suite of 

digital apps in response to the 
Covid-19 pandemic
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P
akistan Army as an institution has been play-
ing role in the development of the country. 
Army has played a very significant when-
ever the nation faced emergency situations. 

The Government has turned to the military many 
times when there is a natural or man-induced disaster 
in the country. History tells us that the Pakistan army 
has always played a vital role in disaster management 
in the country. 

The Pak-army is fully equipped with the organized 
management capability to assist the government in 
emergencies which demanded medical services, res-
cue operations, support activities, or any other. Army 
has well-trained personnel with professional skills to 
provide assistance in an emergency situation in col-
laboration with National Disaster Management Au-
thority (NDMA).

In the current scenario, the uncontrolled Covid-19 
situation in Pakistan is open to spread threatening the 
lives of thousands of people. Keeping this situation in 
view, the government has decided to call in the Army 
to implement SOPs in the country.

Interior Minister Sheikh Rasheed Ahmad has 
said that Pakistan Army, at this critical juncture has 
been given asked to assist the civil administration get 
implemented the Standard Operating Procedures 
(SOPs) to prevent the spread of Covid-19 pandemic.

In a video message, the Interior Minister said, 
a notification has been issued under which Punjab, 
Balochistan, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP), Islamabad 
Capital Territory, Gilgit-Baltistan, and Azad Jammu 

and Kashmir (AJK) can seek services of the military 
troops as per their needs for implementation of the 
SOPs. He said that Sindh has so far not been included 
in this list.

The Interior Minister said that the decision to 
seek services of the army regarding implementation 
of the SOPs was taken at a meeting of the Nation-
al Coordination Committee (NCC) held with Prime 
Minister Imran Khan in the chair.

He said that the Pakistan Army has always stood 
by the nation at a critical time whether it was a ca-
tastrophe, floods, or earthquakes. He said that around 
400,000 Covid cases are being reported in India on a 
daily basis, making the cremation centres and grave-
yards equally busy. He said in view of such a situ-
ation, Pakistan Army has been assigned the task to 
get SOPs implemented to contain the spread of the 
contagion. Meanwhile, it emerged that following the 
National Coordination Committee’s (NCC) deci-
sion, the Sindh government has written to the Federal 
Government for the deployment of army personnel 
in the province to ensure adherence to Covid-19 pre-
cautionary SOPs.

“The services of armed forces of Pakistan in aid 
of civil power are required under Article 245 of the 
Constitution of Pakistan,” read a letter penned by the 
Home Department to the Federal Interior Ministry.

“Exact nature of deployment of troops and 
equipment will be communicated in due course of  
time after carrying out the requisite assessment in 
consultation with [the] quarters concerned,” the com-

munique added.
The letter further stated: “It is, therefore, request-

ed to kindly accord approval for deployment of  
Armed Forces in aid of Civil Power in the Province 
of Sindh.”

The Pakistan Army was called out on April 23 to 
help the civil administration strictly implement the 
precautionary measures against the rampaging novel 
coronavirus. The Prime Minister has also warned the 
government may impose lockdown in major cities if  
the spread of the deadly contagion is not contained.

The ominous warning came as Covid-19 – the 
deadly respiratory disease caused by the novel coro-
navirus – appeared to have spiraled out of control in 
India where the healthcare system is staggering amid 
a shortage of oxygen and medicines while crematori-
ums are being overwhelmed with deluges of bodies.

“If  the situation worsens here as it has been in 
India, we will have to impose lockdowns in cities – 
something we do not want and cannot afford because, 
in that case, the poor–labourers and the daily-wagers– 
will suffer the most,” the Premier said while address-
ing to the nation. He added that he had been resisting 
calls from his aides who advised him to immediately 
impose lockdown in the major cities.

The business community has welcomed the de-
cision to deploy the army to ensure stern implemen-
tation of the Covid preventive Standard Operating 
Procedures (SOPs).

Warning countrymen of imposing a broad lock-
down in major cities to arrest the spike of Covid-19, 
Prime Minister Imran Khan sought Pakistan Army’s 
help to enforce the SOPs.

“We will have to impose lockdowns in the cities if  
people did not comply with health guidelines and the 
situation further deteriorates”, Prime Minister stated 
in a televised address after chairing the meeting of the 
National Coordination Committee (NCC).

NCC regularly holds meetings to review the pre-
vailing coronavirus situation in the country and takes 
a decision on imposing lockdown in cities with a high 
positivity ratio.

Imran Khan once again appealed to the masses 
to follow protocols, “else we will be facing the same 
situation India currently is in,” he warned.

“The situation is changing very fast and we might 
have to impose a lockdown in the days to come, 
which would be devastating for the economy and the 
poor.” 

He said that if  we strictly follows the SOPs till 
Eid, we may not need to take the extreme steps India 
is taking. He, however, said at present “we are not 
resorting to that option” as it will affect the econo-
my, the industries, and especially the under-privileged 
segments of the society including daily wagers and 
labourers.

The Prime Minister said the Pakistan Army help 
has also been sought which will support the law en-
forcement agencies to ensure compliance with the 
SOPs.

Speaking on the occasion, Minister for Planning 
and Development Asad Umer announced a series 
of measures and restrictions to avoid the spread of  
the disease. Pakistan, the Minister said, is utilizing a 
90percent of the oxygen already being produced, so 
the government is working to enhance capacity and 
will import the gas if  needed. n
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Interior Minister Sheikh Rasheed Ahmad has said that Pakistan 
Army at a critical juncture, has been asked to assist the civil 
administration get implemented the Standard Operating 
Procedures (SOPs) to prevent the spread of Covid-19 pandemic

Pakistan Army 
implements SOPs 
to prevent spread of 
Covid-19 pandemic

The Minister said Pakistan 
Army has always stood by 

the nation at a critical time, 
whether it is a catastrophe, 
floods, or earthquakes. He 
said that around 400,000 

Covid cases are being report-
ed in India on a daily basis, 

making the cremation centres 
and graveyards equally busy





W
ho doesn’t like to click pictures? But 
trying to capture that perfect picture 
can be challenging! The profession-
al cameras used for this are gener-

ally heavy and expensive. However, over the years, 
with the evolution of  smartphone technology, we 
are now capable of  capturing the perfect moments 
of  our lives, packed into a handheld device. 

Wasif  Gohar, a talented photographer and 
YouTuber mostly known by his handle @artby-
wasif, proves that you do not need any heavy and 
expensive camera equipment to capture beautiful 
pictures. He went to explore the Skardu valley in 
Gilgit Baltistan and capture its epitome of  beauty, 
serenity and wilderness on the all-new vivo X60 
Pro. This smartphone is the result of  vivo-ZEISS 
collaboration and comes with a triple rear camera 
setup (48MP Ultra-wide Gimbal Camera + 13MP 
Wide-Angle + 13MP Portrait rear camera), a 32MP 
front camera and various stunning photography 
features. 

Muhammad Wasif  Gohar shares some amaz-
ingly captured shots through the lens of  X60 Pro 
with some professional photography tips and tricks 
that can help you click breathtaking pictures with 
your smartphone camera: 

1. Make sure your camera lens is clean
No matter how great your camera is or which 

feature you use, your pictures are never going to 
come out good if  your camera lens is not clean. 
Your phone is in your hand all day long and hence 
it is very easy for your smartphone’s rear camera to 
get your finger smears on it so, make sure you clean 

it every time before capturing that beautiful view.
2. Create symmetry
In symmetry photography, you capture a picture 

at a specific point of  angle that creates a mirror-
ing effect. It appears like two halves of  a scene and 
balances each other. You can create this symme-
try in your pictures by capturing landscape using 
your smartphone’s wide angle camera as Wasif  did 

through vivo X60 Pro’s 13MP Wide Angle Camera 
and let’s be honest, how amazing the results are?

3. Create a human eye perspective
While capturing huge objects or beautiful land-

scapes, you can create a human eye perspective by 
using low angle technique. In this particular tech-
nique, you position your smartphone lens lower 

than the human eye level on the vertical axis so the 
object being captured appears big. 

4. Use Slow Shutter Mode to capture that 
perfect shot

You can capture that perfect shot of  waterfall by 

using a Slow Shutter Mode on your smartphone. 
The Slow Shutter Mode allows your camera to cap-
ture more light and results in a well-detailed picture 
of  moving objects. In vivo X60 Pro, when Wasif  
faced the camera towards the waterfall, X60 Pro 
itself  gave him the option of  using Slow Shutter 
Mode with 7 seconds exposure to capture this silky 
waterfall display.

5. Get closer to the object with wide angle 
camera

In order to focus on the main object, you can 
use a wide angle lens of  your smartphone while get-
ting closer to the object. In this way, you can create 
a viable difference among your object, foreground 
and background resulting in highlighting your ob-
ject. See how beautifully Wasif  had used this tech-
nique to capture the horse with vivo X60 Pro: 

6. Play with contrasts
Contrast is a key element to convey certain 

moods through your pictures. Pictures with high 
contrast pop out, show textures in the subject and 
give a feeling of  edginess, high energy and strength. 
While capturing nature and streets, keeping con-
trast high gives stunning results. However low con-
trast images tend to have a dreamy feeling and is 
best used while clicking outdoor portraits.

With these mindful smartphone photography 
tips and tricks, all of  us can click professional qual-
ity pictures through our smartphones without in-
vesting heavily in a camera.  n
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Wasif Gohar, a talented photographer and YouTuber mostly 
known by his handle @artbywasif, proves that you do not need 
any heavy and expensive camera equipment to capture beautiful 
pictures. He went to explore the Skardu valley in Gilgit Baltistan 
and capture its epitome of beauty, serenity and wilderness on 
the all-new vivo X60 Pro

Art by Wasif shares 
tips and tricks to take 
DSLR level photographs 
from vivo X60 Pro 
smartphone



S
martphones have evolved from being mere 
voice-communication devices to accessories 
that resonate with one’s style and person-
ality. As a customer-centric brand, vivo is 

all about giving people what they want! With ev-
ery new launch, the smartphone brand takes the 
designing, innovation, and creativity up a notch to 
match the ever-changing needs of  the consumers.

Global leading smartphone brand vivo recog-
nizes the importance of  innovative features and 
unique designs in enhancing user experience. The 
brand understands the importance of  capturing the 
perfect moments at the perfect time, making it your 
ideal companion. Therefore, vivo has delivered a 
flagship smartphone that not only fulfils all your 
photography needs but also provides a slim and el-
egant design aesthetic – the perfect blend of  style 
and sleekness.

Thus, the vivo X60 Pro comes with an eye-catch-
ing ergonomic design, immersive display, and sever-
al other innovative industry-leading features. Here 
are some of  the features that set this masterpiece 
apart from other smartphones in the league:

Ultra-Thin Quad-Curve Design & Premium 
Aesthetics  

vivo has officially launched a new smartphone, 

vivo X60 Pro, the first X60 series smartphone to ar-
rive in Pakistan. The cutting-edge design from vivo 
with maximum imaging quality co-engineered by 
ZEISS, signifies vivo’s commitment to delivering 
the best of  technology while keeping the style quo-
tient intact. 

The X60 Pro’s Ultra-Thin Quad-Curve Design is 
only 7.59mm thick, offering a comfortable in-hand 

feel. In the design for the 48MP Gimbal + 13MP 
Wide-Angle + 13MP Portrait rear camera, about 
one-third of  the mainboard has been hollowed out 
to present a slimmer device. On this basis, the PCB 
layout has also been optimized for the ultimate con-
figuration, allowing for a larger battery capacity to 
be housed within the chassis. The all-new X60 Pro 
displays elegant 3D curvature with futuristic aes-
thetics and boasts super-slender curves and a sleek 
silhouette, carrying on the elegance of  the X series. 

The contours are more captivating than ever and 
adorned with a choker – a beautiful band that runs 
along the top edge to complete a picture of  grace 
with a sophisticated touch and feel. Thanks to the 
X60 Pro, your aesthetic game is on point now!

New Dual Tone Step 
The rear cameras encased within the vivo X60 

Pro come with New Dual-Tone Step, an ingenious 

layered design that prevents an otherwise bulky and 
massive look. Fashioned in thin cascading panels 
that rise in subtle steps, the New Dual-Tone Step in-
tegrates all the professional-grade imaging technol-
ogies and photography features co-engineered with 
ZEISS. The front camera is also smartly placed in 
the centre rather than the sides to provide a better 
experience and avoid angled pictures and videos. 
The elegant 3D curves from the front to the back 
definitely give the phone an aesthetic edge. With 
the vivo-ZEISS co-engineered imaging system, the 
X60 Pro has one of  the best camera technologies 

available out there, all packed into a slim and sleek 
body, making the overall appearance more struc-
tured and layered. 

Beautiful Colour Schemes 
The all-new X60 Pro flaunts colour palettes in-

spired by the summer bloom, available in Blue and 
Black. With Blue, users can experience the visual 
radiance and feel the eternal hope of  a sunrise, 
comprised of  soft blue and purple hues that peek 
through the morning mist. Black is a powerful co-
lourway that envelopes consumers in the tranquil 
summer night sky, allowing them to feel the fervour 
and passion hidden within – the energy of  life.

All these above features of  X60 Pro have re-de-
fined the look and feel of  a premium-range smart-
phone with its ever-stunning design and high-on-
fashion style quotient. It is an all-rounder that you 
surely cannot miss! 

The X60 Pro comes with vivo ZEISS co-engi-
neered technology and will provide customers with 
a professional-grade photography experience with 

super clarity and unparalleled sharpness, ensuring 
a jaw-dropping performance, display, and photog-
raphy. Go grab yours at an attractive price of  Rs. 
129,999. n

The X60 Pro’s Ultra-Thin Quad-Curve Design is only 7.59mm thick, offering a comfortable in-
hand feel. In the design for the 48MP Gimbal + 13MP Wide-Angle + 13MP Portrait rear camera, 
about one-third of the mainboard has been hollowed out to present a slimmer device

vivo X60 Pro is here to win hearts 
with its ultra-thin quad-curve 
design and premium aesthetics

Global leading smartphone 
brand vivo recognizes the 
importance of innovative 

features and unique designs 
in enhancing user experience. 

The brand understands the 
importance of capturing the 

perfect moments at the 
perfect time, making it your 

ideal companion.
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ealme, the world’s fastest-growing smart-
phone brand, officially launched its realme 
8 Series in Pakistan. With a 108MP Ultra 
Quad camera and 50W SuperDart charge, 

the camera powerhouse realme 8 Pro debuts with 
the gaming beast realme 8 which comes with the 
MediaTek Helio G95 gaming processor and 5,000 
mAh battery. The launch event was a star-studded 
affair featuring celebrities as realme allies includ-
ing acting superstar, Kinza Hashmi, the famous 
fashion photographer Azeem Sani, tech sensation 
Bilal Munir of  VideoWaliSarkar, and our very own 
pro-gamer Saad-ur-Rehman AKA Ducky Bhai.

The number series is realme’s most popular 
smartphone series globally with more than 30 mil-
lion users. Over the years, six generations of  the 
realme number series have been a democratizer of  
flagship technology for the youth, bringing premi-
um features at affordable price points. The latest 
successor, the realme 8 Series brings incomparable 
smartphone specifications. The all new realme 8 
Pro comes with a 108MP Ultra Quad Camera and 
a series of  groundbreaking photography features. 
It supports the new Samsung 1/1.52 inch HM2 
108MP sensor providing a maximum resolution of  
12000×9000 for ultra-sharp picture quality. Other 

features include a Super AMOLED display, 50W 
SuperDart Charge, 4,500mAh battery, and Qual-
comm Snapdragon 720G Mobile Platform.

Another variant in the series, the realme 8 
comes with a 64MP AI Quad Camera with smart 
sensors for sharper photos, and better night image 
quality. But, the real deal in realme 8 is the Medi-
aTek Helio G95 gaming processor that will make 
it a favorite with gamers. It gives a seamless gam-
ing performance, which coupled with the 5,000 

mAh battery and 30W Dart Charge goes on bet-
ter and longer. Both smartphones have a 6.4-inch 
Super AMOLED Fullscreen Display and have an 
8GB + 128GB storage setup.

On the smart AIoT front, realme also introduc-
es a one-of-a-kind range of  smart audio and smart 
home products. The series launches with the next 
generation realme Buds Q2 that comes packed 
with 20 hours of  long battery life, Bass Boost+ 
driver, Gaming mode, Smart touch functions, and 
more. Another great device is the realme Motion 
Activated Night Light with infrared motion sen-
sors that doesn’t let a move go in the dark.

But the most exciting AIoT device is the realme 
Gaming Pro Kit that features a Cooling Back Clip, 
Gaming Controller and Mobile Game Finger 
Sleeves. The realme Gaming Pro Kit will be a hit 

with pro-gamers and open new frontiers in their 
gaming adventures.

The realme 8 Series can be pre-ordered from 
Daraz.pk with exciting bundles. People can 
pre-order the realme 8 Pro for PKR 47,999/- from 
Wednesday, April 28 to Friday, May 07, 2021 and 
get a realme Buds Q2 absolutely free.

The realme 8 can be pre-ordered for PKR 
39,999/- from Wednesday, April 28 to Tuesday, 
May 04, 2021 along with a realme Buds Classic 
absolutely free. The AIoT devices will be exclu-
sively available at Saamaan.pk from Wednesday, 
May 05, 2021 onwards. n
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The number series is realme’s most popular smartphone series globally with more 
than 30 million users. Over the years, six generations of the realme number series have 
been a democratizer of flagship technology for the youth, bringing premium features at 
affordable price points

realme 8 Series arrives in 
Pakistan with a spectacular 
108MP Ultra Quad Camera & 
Smart AIoT products

Another variant in the series, 
the realme 8 comes with a 

64MP AI Quad Camera with 
smart sensors for sharper 

photos, and better night im-
age quality
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  Islamabad: Pakistan's 
number one 4G operator and 
the largest internet and broad-
band service provider, Jazz 
has initiated an organization-
wide COVID-19 vaccination 
drive, which includes its per-
manent and contractual em-
ployees. 

Keeping in view the lim-
ited availability of  vaccines in 
the country, Jazz will be ad-
ministrating the vaccination 
in phases, starting first with 
the front-line commercial and 
technical employees, as well 
as the members of  its fran-
chise network. In the next 
phase, the vaccines will be 
provided to the rest of  the em-
ployees who are currently 
working from home. Jazz is 
also providing employees 
with the option to get the vac-
cine shots on their own from 
a government-approved pri-
vate lab and have the cost re-

imbursed. 
Aamir Ibrahim, CEO, 

Jazz said, “Jazz has always 
been at the forefront of  ensur-

ing the wellbeing of  its em-
ployees, customers, business 
partners and has provided 
marginalized segments of  so-

ciety with access to basic 
needs since the beginning of  
the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Under #JazzCares, we have 

now initiated a nationwide 
employee and franchise part-
ners vaccination drive to sup-
port the government's efforts 

in accelerating the vaccina-
tion of  our fellow citizens.” 

Jazz was also the first 
telco to pledge PKR 1.2 bil-

lion towards COVID-19 relief  
in 2020. The support included 
several initiatives aimed to 
limit the negative impact of  

the pandemic, primarily for 
the most vulnerable commu-
nities. The #JazzCares phi-
losophy was also extended to 
employees with the com-
pany’s HR and Health & 
Safety teams providing safety 
equipment along with care 
packages to those who con-
tracted the virus.  

The company also imple-
mented several initiatives to-
wards the health and the 
well-being of  its staff  such as 
online counseling sessions 
and workout classes; launch 
of  one-stop digital solutions 
to deliver e-health services in 
partnership with Sehat Ka-
hani; medical coverage plans 
for Covid-19; regular disinfec-
tion of  offices to ensure the 
safety of  business-critical staff  
coming in; equipping all 
workspaces with personal 
protective gear, travel restric-
tions with close monitoring. n
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Jazz initiates Covid-19 vaccination drive 
for its employees

 

Lahore: Buckle up TECNO 
fans, your favorite brand is 
about to Spark up your lives 
once again with some amazing 
new devices. Many devices 
have been making it to the mar-
ket to fulfill the smartphone 
need of  the users. The news 
about TECNO launching a 
new device from its Spark se-
ries has taken the market by a 
storm. Fans are excited to hear 
about this and wish the phone 
to launch real soon. Nothing 
has been confirmed by the 
brand yet, but does this mean 
that Spark 7 Pro could be hit-
ting the markets soon?  

TECNO has been heard to 
working on some new devices 
and shall be filling the shelves 
pretty soon. The fans are fer-
vent on this news and it can 
clearly be seen from their com-

ments on social sites. People are 
anticipating this new device to 
be Spark 7 Pro and it is pre-
sumed to be a gaming phone. 
The phone shall be equipped 
with some great near-flagship 

features including a MediaTek 
Helio G80 processor and a 
90Hz refreshing rate. Further 
features have not yet been dis-
closed including Camera, Dis-
play, storage, and Battery.  

As we all know, Spark is 
TECNO’s famous mid-range 
smartphone series providing 
near-flagship features on a 
lower budget. The series has 
been bringing forward some 
promising devices such as the 
Spark 6 and Spark 5. These 
high-end phones with some no-
table upgraded features brought 
great success to the brand. 
Spark 6 was launched with 6 

new upgrades, providing flag-
ship features in a mid-range 
price segment. Spark 5 brought 
forward 5 cameras in one 
phone. After these, Spark 7 Pro 
is destined to take the user ex-
perience to another level by 
keeping the legacy alive with 
more upgraded features. 

However, TECNO officials 
have not confirmed anything 
yet. But the excitement of  the 
fans can already be felt. There 
are very high expectations af-
filiated with this new Spark 7 
Pro. TECNO never ceases to 
amaze everyone, it is antici-
pated to do so this time too. n 

TECNO to soon launch a gaming phone Spark 7 Pro 
with G80 MediaTek Processor and 90Hz refreshing rate
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  Lahore: vivo, the lead-
ing global smartphone 
brand, makes its customer 
support accessible re-
motely through What-
sApp to offer instant and 
contactless support to 
customers’ queries across 
Pakistan.  

Users can now seek 
any kind of  pre-sale or 
after-sales help on vivo 
WhatsApp support num-
ber: +923167772877. The 
chat service is active 

Monday to Saturday from 
9:30 am to 6:00 pm, ex-
cluding public holidays.  

The introduction of  
WhatsApp Customer Sup-
port makes vivo’s online 
customer support system 
even more robust. Users 
also have the option to 
seek help across hotline 
and online channels 
(Email, live chat, & FB 
messenger) 

Kevin Jiang, Customer 
Services Director at vivo 

Pakistan commented, “At 
vivo, customer-centricity 
sits at the heart of  every-

thing we do. vivo has well 
established that its cus-
tomers take precedence 

over everything else, be it 
researching and innovating 
for better products or 

strategizing simpler modes 
of communication. Keep-
ing in mind the current sit-

uation, the WhatsApp cus-
tomer service platform will 
bring us closer to cus-
tomers and allow us to 
offer our prompt support 
with full convenience 
while they stay safe in the 
comfort of their homes.” 

Since the initial launch 
of  the service on 30th 
March 2021, the What-
sApp customer service 
team is already functional 
and offering its complete 
resolution to customers’ 

queries, suggestions, and 
feedback.  

The service aims to fa-
cilitate swift and conven-
ient interaction with 
customers to satisfy their 
needs as per their conven-
ience. vivo encourages its 
customers to save the num-
ber and contact the cus-
tomer service team 
during working hours for 
any technical support or 
product, offer, repair-re-
lated queries.  n 

vivo Pakistan offers contactless customer support via WhatsApp
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Islamabad: The Eco-
nomic Coordination Com-
mittee of  the cabinet on 
Wednesday approved pay-
ment of  the first installment 
to 35 IPPs out of  a total 47, 
whereas payment to the re-
maining 12 IPPs (under 
Power Policy 2002) may be 
withheld owing to the NAB 
investigation. 

Federal Minister for Fi-
nance and Revenue, Mr. 
Shaukat Tarin, chaired the 
Economic Coordination 
Committee (ECC) of  the 
Cabinet today. 

Power Division presented 
a summary before the ECC 
regarding the release of  the 
first installment of  payment 
to IPPs. Secretary Power Di-
vision briefed the Committee 
about the recommendations 
of  the sub-committee consti-
tuted during ECC last week. 
The ECC approved payment 
of  the first installment to 35 
IPPs out of  total 47 whereas 
payment to the remaining 12 
IPPs (under Power Policy 
2002) may be withheld 
owing to the NAB investiga-
tion.n

ECC approves first 
installment to 35 

IPPs

 IKarachi: Skoolify, a digital 
services platform for educa-
tional institutions, has entered 
into an agreement with Na-
tional Institutional Facilitation 
Technologies (NIFT), one of  
the largest payment processors 
in Pakistan for empowering 
digital payments, especially 
Mobile Commerce, through 
NIFT’s DFS platform, “NIFT 
ePay”, thus allowing parents to 
make all types of  school 
fees/charges related payments, 
digitally, through the Skoolify 
App. 

Both organizations have a 
strong focus on the promotion 
of  digital transactions and the 
enablement of  different types 
of  use cases in the market. 
NIFT ePay has established an 
interoperable and secure digital 
commerce payments gateway, 
which works with any bank ac-
count or wallet, in Pakistan 
along with the capability to 
process card transactions. This 
provides an opportunity to 
both businesses, and individual 
consumers the ability to digi-

tize their payments, either di-
rectly through their bank ac-
counts or wallets, or going 
through the card route. 

The agreement was signed 
by Mr. Haider Wahab, CEO – 
NIFT, and Mr. Imran Lari, 

CEO – Skoolify App, at the 
head office of  National Institu-
tional Facilitation Technologies 
in Karachi. 

Speaking on the occasion, 
Mr. Imran Lari, said, “Skoolify 
App, while bringing opera-
tional automation and excel-
lence in the management of  
educational establishments, en-
abling effective communica-

tions between parents and 
teachers, it is now bringing ad-
ditional facilities to both par-
ents and school administrators 

in the realm of  easy payments, 
thus addressing various com-
ponents of  the education value-
chain. We strongly believe that 
this partnership with NIFT will 
add value to our promise to the 
schooling community, of  better 
and more enhanced services on 
the Skoolify App platform, 
now and in the future.” 

Mr. Haider Wahab CEO 
NIFT said, “Skoolify App is 
enabling a much-needed use 
case in the market for the en-
ablement of  digital payment 
services with NIFT’s ePay-
ment Gateway. We are very 
excited to enable the startups 
of  Pakistan, due to their 
agility and focus to enable so-
lutions that address market 
gaps. NIFT is focused to sup-
port unique and innovative 
ideas which will uplift digital 
commerce in Pakistan. We 
believe the young entrepre-
neurs working hard need in-
stitutional support from the 
incumbents to implement 
and sustain innovative plat-
forms.” n

Infinity Studio signs agreement for NIFT ePay to 
enable digital payments for “Skoolify App”

Islamabad: On the direction 
of  Federal Minister for IT and 
Telecommunication, Syed 
Amin Ul Haque, special steps 
are being taken for the develop-
ment and empowerment of  the 
youth, especially women, said 
Secretary IT, Shoaib Ahmad 
Siddiqui. 

He said in a statement that 
youth are our valuable asset, 
and they can play a very impor-
tant role in the economic devel-
opment of  the country. 

Secretary IT said that the 
Ministry of  IT & Telecom, 
through its different programs, 
is equipping the youth with dig-
ital skills and making them able 
to generate substantial income 
through freelancing. 

Talking about National 
Freelancing Training Program 
(NFTP), he said that this pro-
gram of  the Ministry of  IT & 
Telecom is aimed at empower-
ing the country’s youth, espe-
cially women, and enabling 
them to work through internet-
based freelancing. 

He noted that National 
Freelancing Training Program 
is playing an important role re-
garding the development of  the 
youth in the field of  informa-
tion technology and their eco-
nomic prosperity. 

This program is also helping 
reducing unemployment and to 
empower women to work as 
equal to men through freelanc-
ing, thus reducing disparity, he 
added.n 

Steps underway 
for youth develop-
ment: IT Secretary

Ufone launches Super Card Max
  Islamabad: Pakistani tele-

com operator, Ufone, has intro-
duced a new member of the 
Super Card family, Super Card 
Max that will cater to the grow-
ing needs for calls, data, and con-
nectivity of millions of 
Pakistanis. 

Promising absolute ‘be-
fikri’ using the Super Card 
Max, Ufone offers all its sub-
scribers hassle-free connectiv-
ity through this offer. Catering 
to data needs with 4GB of  in-
ternet along with unlimited 
Facebook, the Super Card 
Max allows Ufone users to 

stay updated on the go. 
This new addition to the 

Super Card family will also fa-
cilitate voice needs with un-

limited U to U and PTCL 
minutes, 250 other network 

minutes, along with 5000 
SMSs. Ufone customers al-

ready availing the Super Card 
Plus package can carry for-
ward their resources to the 
newly launched Super Card 
Max. The card will also be 
valid for 30 days without any 
hidden charges. 

To avail this package, 
Ufone customers can utilize 
the self-service channel by di-
aling the USSD code *629# or 
digital mediums like My 
Ufone app, UPaisa, and part-
ner apps. For more infor-
mation, customers can visit 
the Ufone website 
www.ufone.com.n  

vivo’s latest 5G flagship smartphone X60 Pro is 
now available for sale in Pakistan

  Lahore: vivo, the leading 
global smartphone brand, an-
nounced the launch of  the 
first-ever X-series smartphone, 
X60 Pro, in Pakistan. After 
successful pre-booking, the 
X60 Pro is now available for 
sale starting April 6, 2021 
across country. 

vivo X60 Pro marks as one 
of  the inaugural vivo devices 
to be conceived in collabora-
tion with ZEISS, a global 
leader in optics and optoelec-
tronics.  

Eric Kong, the CEO of  
vivo Pakistan commented, 
“As part of  our high-end flag-
ship X series, the vivo X60 
Pro features an ultimate sleek 
design combined with the 
power of  vivo-ZEISS co-engi-
neered imaging system to de-

liver professional-grade mo-
bile photography experience. 
It has been tailored made for 
the customers especially bud-
ding photographers, content 
creators, etc. who aspire for a 
premium smartphone experi-
ence with top-notch camera 
technologies and perform-
ance. With Gimbal Stabiliza-

tion 2.0, the X60 Pro also de-
livers an ultra-clear and stable 
photography experience and 
can capture sharp, bright im-
ages even at night, thanks to 
its Extreme Night Vision 2.0, 
Superb Night Camera 2.0 and 
other intuitive camera fea-
tures.” 

Keeping the user-centricity 

in mind, vivo X60 Pro carries 
the values of  professional 
photography and offers a mul-
titude of  features to create and 
capture perfect moments of  
life in various settings.  

The new features incorpo-
rated in the X60 Pro camera 
system, such as Pixel Shift 
Ultra HD Imaging, HDR 
Super Night Portrait, Super 
Pano, AI Photography, and 
Cinematic Master, among 
others, offer a complete pro-
fessional photography experi-
ence.  

Decked with 4200mAh 
(TYP) battery and 33W 
FlashCharge technology, the 
device has 12GB Extended 
RAM +256GB ROM and is 
powered by the Qualcomm 
Snapdragon 870.n
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  Islamabad: UPaisa and Abacus en-
tered into a strategic partnership for the 
launch of  a mobile application which 
simplifies cashless transactions and ex-
pands access to better financial serv-
ices. Through the innovative offering, 
UPaisa shall be able to speed up time 
to market, offer more options to cus-
tomers, enhance growth opportunities 
and integrate latest technologies.  

The joint collaboration will im-
prove user experience and pave way for 
cost optimization as well, unfolding 
numerous avenues for UPaisa users.  

Commenting on the partnership 
with Abacus, Shahbaz Khan, GM Seg-
ments and Products Ufone said, “Con-
venience of  the customer has been the 
central focus for UPaisa thus all our ef-
forts are streamlined to enhance cus-
tomer experience and provide them 
greater financial independence. The 
goal is to build a platform which is user 
friendly and easily accessible. Our part-

nership with Abacus will allow us to 
introduce modifications which will 
bring us closer to our goal.”  

Abacus has introduced an intelli-
gent API Management system which 
has made the UPaisa app more smart 
and swift for users. The improved 
technology infrastructure shall enable 
customers to enjoy a seamless experi-

ence along with reducing glitches and 
improving overall performance of  the 
app.    

The app will be a significant step 
towards the digital Pakistan vision, al-
lowing customers to avail U Paisa 
services digitally from anywhere in 
the country. Through UPaisa , cus-
tomers can transfer funds, recharge 

balance for all telecom operators, and 
pay bills from the comfort of  their 
homes. Similarly, customers can pay 
by scanning their MasterCard QR 
codes at any retail shop, restaurant, or 
petrol station. The transformation fur-
ther supports U Paisa’s strategic pri-
ority to accelerate digital deployment 
and seamless connectivity across its 
value chain, driving better service for 
its customers..  

“While many fintech and telcos 
are still assuming the “wait and 
watch” strategy, U Paisa is one of  the 
few forward-looking organizations in 
the country who have taken their cus-
tomer experience to the next level 
with architectural modernization,” 
said, Abbas Ali Khan, MD, Abacus. 
“We are extremely proud to be part of  
this journey to help U Paisa increase 
the digital adoption of  its services and 
better position itself  now and for the 
future,” Khan added. n

UPaisa and Abacus partner to fast track 
digital transformation

Karachi: The Citizens 
Foundation (TCF) and Jazz, 
Pakistan’s number one 4G op-
erator and the largest internet 
and broadband service 
provider have come together 
to digitally transform 1,652 
TCF schools, which will posi-
tively impact over 266,000 stu-
dents across Pakistan and 
Azad Jammu & Kashmir. 
Jazz will also assist in replac-
ing aging tablets and mobile 
phones that run TCF’s exist-
ing School Management Ap-
plication allowing principals 

to collect data more effi-
ciently.  

Spanning a period of  three 
years, this collaboration will 
introduce a blended learning 
curriculum, revamp of  com-
puter labs, and a digital school 
management system. 
By revamping the existing 
computer labs and installing 
500 battery-powered audio-vi-
sual rooms, TCF will intro-
duce a new, cutting-edge 
digital literacy curriculum de-
signed for blended learning. 
Teachers will combine online 

educational materials with 
traditional place-based class-
room methods to illustrate 
concepts that are described in 
the textbooks. The grant will 
also train 3,584 TCF teachers 
to use this state-of-the-art 
technology.  

Talking about this devel-
opment, Syed Asaad Ayub 
Ahmad, President and CEO 
of  TCF, said, “Every child de-
serves and can have a 21st-
century education. We have 
been experimenting with ways 
to use technology to support 

learning for many years. 
Jazz’s support comes at the 
right time for us to be able to 
introduce new solutions, 
which are a model for what is 
possible in Pakistan.”    

“Our support of  TCF over 
the years is based on the mu-
tually inclusive objective of  
empowering the youth with 
quality education and skill set 
that compliments this digital 
age. We are enabling TCF to 
complete its digital transfor-
mation to provide a robust 
learning experience that is rel-

evant, valuable, and builds 
digital-age skills,” added Syed 
Fakhar Ahmed, Chief  Corpo-
rate & Regulatory Affairs Of-
ficer at Jazz.  

Driven by the impetus to 
digitally empower the youth 
and to assist the Government 
of  Pakistan in realizing its 
Digital Pakistan vision, Jazz 
continues to club its resources 
and expertise in creating long-
term, sustainable solutions 
and partnerships that uplift in-
dividuals and the larger com-
munity.n

Jazz & TCF partner to launch ground-breaking digital education project

Karachi: TPL Trakker, 
Pakistan’s leading IoT Com-
pany providing Tracking, 
Telematics, Mapping, and Lo-
cation Based Services, has 
partnered with Mobilink Mi-
crofinance Bank Limited 
(MMBL), the largest digital 
bank in Pakistan, to provide Ve-
hicle Monitoring Services. 

Under this partnership, 
commercial vehicles financed 
by MMBL will have the added 
facility of  Vehicle Telematics 
powered by TPL Trakker. The 
Tracking solutions will be com-
pletely customized and provide 
24-7 monitoring of the vehicles, 
business insights on drive time 
and distance travelled, a live 
dashboard indicating real-time 
status as well as fuel monitoring 
with daily reports on how fuel 
was used, the distance covered, 
routes taken and the speed of  
the vehicles in real-time.   

MMBL is committed to 

promoting financial inclusion 
through innovative digital solu-
tions and providing economic 
freedom to small business own-

ers. To mark the occasion, a 
digital signing ceremony was 
held at TPL Trakker and 
MMBL’s respective Head Of-
fices in April. Present at the oc-
casion from TPL Trakker were, 

Sarwar Ali Khan—CEO and 
Talha Dawood--Head of Asset 
Tracking. Representing MMBL 
were, Ghazanfar Azzam-- 

CEO, Muhammad Asim 
Anwar--Chief Business Officer, 
Samiha Ali Zahid-- Chief  
Human Resources Officer, and 
Atta Ur Rehman-- Head 
Branch Banking. 

Speaking at the occasion, 
Sarwar Ali Khan-- CEO, TPL 
Trakker said, “We take deep 
pride in welcoming MMBL as 

our customer. This is an indus-
try-first initiative for a microfi-
nance bank in Pakistan, 
providing Tracking Services to 
its customers of commercial ve-
hicle financing. This partner-

ship is in line with our mission 
of delivering telematics to con-
nect mobile assets, people and 
businesses. I look forward to a 
long and fruitful partnership in 
the future with MMBL, where 
we can explore more synergies 
to promote financial inclusion 
and empower the people of  
Pakistan.”   

President and CEO of  
MMBL, Ghazanfar Azzam 
said, "The synergies developing 
between technology and fi-
nance are increasingly strength-
ening business operations and 
enhancing the effectiveness of  
financial services. Through 
MMBL's partnership with TPL 
Trakker, commercial vehicles fi-
nanced by the Bank will come 
preinstalled with GPS trackers, 
providing our customers with 
added security features. This is 
another step in a long line of  
digitally innovative financial 
services of  MMBL."n

TPL Trakker partners with Mobilink Microfinance Bank to pro-
vide vehicle monitoring solutions
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